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In recent years new marketing models for commercial electronic books have been developed 
and dedicated reading hardware has been produced. Following the success of the Internet 
book store Amazon.com and their Kindle reading device in the United States and other mar-
kets, Finnish book stores have started offering electronic books and electronic reading devic-
es to Finnish consumers. So far they have been ineffective in reaching the customers in the 
same way as Amazon.com and other major retailers abroad, and sales have been marginal. 
This is due to factors related to pricing, copy protection, availability, technology and sales 
methods. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to achieve a clear understanding of the level of awareness in 
Finland concerning electronic books and to investigate how the concept is perceived. While 
the main focus is on the actual concept of electronic books, it is also essential to determine 
the extent to which Finns have tried the devices, the kinds of experiences they have had and 
how the devices could be developed further. The overall objective was to discover how to 
best serve the needs of the customers of electronic books. 
 
This thesis approaches the topic using classic theories, such as Kotler’s marketing mix, prod-
uct life cycle theory, and Porter’s theories of five forces and the diamond of national advan-
tage that shapes the industry. More case-specific, contemporary theories include Kim and 
Mauborgne’s blue ocean strategy, and Christensen’s theory of disruptive innovation. Previous 
studies on electronic books by Catherine Marshall and research companies are used to de-
scribe the specifics of the electronic book industry. 
 
A quantitative survey was conducted in the Sello library in Espoo in order to obtain informa-
tion from potential customers in the Helsinki metropolitan area. The director, Sakari Laiho, 
and the manager of the eReading projects, Kristiina Markkula, of the Finnish Book Publishers 
Association, were also interviewed for the thesis in order to get expert information. 
 
The results of the empirical study indicate that the electronic book industry has not yet found 
much success in Finland, as the majority of participants surveyed in the study were not fully 
aware of the concept. According to the results, the greatest potential market for electronic 
books is to be found within the younger population and among students. Different groups have 
different expectations for the industry, but overall the service should be improved in order to 
attract more customers. 
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Viime vuosien aikana on kehitetty uusia markkinointitapoja kaupallisten sähköisten kirjojen ja 
niiden lukemiseen tarkoitettujen laitteiden myyntiin. Yhdysvaltalaisen Internet-kirjakaupan 
Amazonin ja sen Kindle-lukulaitteen menestyksen jäljillä suomalaiset kirjakaupat ovat nyt 
lisänneet valikoimiinsa sähköiset kirjat ja lukulaitteet. Toistaiseksi suomalaiset kuluttajat 
eivät kuitenkaan ole omaksuneet uutta formaattia. Syitä löytyy muun muassa hinnoittelusta, 
kopiointisuojauksista, tarjonnasta, teknologiasta ja myyntimenetelmistä. 
 
Tämä opinnäytetyö pyrkii selvittämään kuinka tietoisia suomalaiset ovat sähköisistä kirjoista, 
millaisia mielikuvia heillä on niistä ja mikä saisi heidät ottamaan vastaan uuden teknologian. 
Vaikka pääpaino on varsinaisesti sähköisten kirjojen konseptissa, on myös tärkeää selvittää 
ovatko suomalaiset käyttäneet sähköisiä lukulaitteita, millaisia kokemuksia heillä on niistä ja 
miten niitä voisi kehittää. Tavoitteena oli löytää kehitysehdotuksia ja ratkaisuja siihen, miten 
sähköisiä kirjoja tulisi markkinoida Suomessa.  
 
Tämä opinnäytetyö lähestyy aihetta klassisten teorioiden, kuten Kotlerin markkinointimix-
mallin, tuotteen elinkaaren mallin, sekä Porterin viiden voiman ja kansallisen kilpailukyvyn 
mallien kautta. Modernimmat, tapauskohtaisemmat teoriat, kuten Kimin ja Mauborgnen 
sinisen meren strategia, ja Christensenin disruptiivisen innovaatio, havainnollistavat 
tarkemmin uusia mahdollisuuksia muuttuvassa ympäristössä. Marshallin sekä tutkimusyritysten 
tuottamia aikaisempi tutkimuksia hyödynnettään myös opinnäytetyössä. 
 
Tutkimusta varten teetettiin kvantitatiivinen kysely Leppävaaran kirjaston kävijöille. Lisäksi 
tutkimusta varten haastateltiin Suomen kustannusyhdistyksen johtajaa Sakari Laihoa sekä 
yhdistyksen eReading-projekteista vastaavaa Kristiina Markkulaa. 
 
Empiirisen tutkimuksen tulokset osoittavat että sähköiset kirjat eivät ole vielä kovin 
menestyneitä Suomessa. Enemmistä kyselyyn vastaajista ei ollut täysin tietoisia konseptista. 
Kyselyn tulosten perusteella eniten potentiaalia sähköisten kirjojen kasvuun on nuorten ja 
opiskelijoiden ryhmissä. Eri ryhmillä on erilaisia odotuksia sähköisille kirjoille, mutta 
kokonaisuudessaan palvelusta täytyy tulla parempi suuremmille ryhmille. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
During recent years the book industry has experienced a revolution. After thousands of years 
of written text, technological innovations have now changed the way in which books are read. 
The digitalization of books makes it possible to carry thousands of books and also changes 
how, when and where books are bought. The changes which took place in the music industry 
in the late 1990’s are now taking place in publishing. 
 
In the age of portable computers, information technology has become an integral part of the 
modern lifestyle. Traditional books are facing increased competition in the form of the Inter-
net, music, videos and games, many of which were mostly out of reach for the average con-
sumer just a few decades ago. Not long ago, reading a book was one of the few ways to pass 
the time during a train ride or elsewhere away from home, but nowadays people can, for 
instance, watch their favorite TV shows anywhere they go. 
 
The digitalization of books makes them accessible to these new types of consumers. The abili-
ty to buy books instantly from the Internet and read them on any device in any location brings 
them closer to our everyday lives, and also offers new possibilities to read, learn and interact 
with the text due to technology and its connection to other media. 
 
Even since Amazon.com released in 2007 the first version of Kindle, an electronic reading 
device for electronic books, the sales of electronic books have seen an extraordinary growth 
in the United States. An important reason for this is the fact that the major publishers have 
adopted the new format for books. This is slowly happening in the Finnish market also, but so 
far the sales have been very marginal. 
 
The development of formats and devices continue to create new possibilities, which to a 
large extent have not yet been realized or taken advantage of.  
 
 
1.2 The purpose of the thesis 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to establish how consumers in the Helsinki metropolitan area 
perceive the concept of electronic books, how aware they are of the opportunities afforded 
by the concept, the kinds of electronic readers they would like to use, and how much would 
they be willing to pay for electronic books and reading devices.
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This thesis will briefly introduce the different ways of reading electronic books and the ser-
vices and features they offer at the moment. The main question concerns the market for the 
books, how they are currently sold, and how the service could be improved. 
 
The central focus of the thesis is on electronic books in general, and not on any specific de-
vice or format. This is because the technological issues can be complicated and they require 
standardized solutions, and the end user should not have to consider any of these issues. The 
end user should be able to read electronic books how, when and where they prefer without 
any technological understanding. 
 
In this thesis, electronic books are used to describe commercial writings in electronic books, 
magazines or other publications. Electronic reading devices describe any device that can be 
used to read electronic books, such as Amazon Kindle, Sony eReader and the Barnes and 
Nobles Nook. In addition, tablet computers such as Apple iPad, most smart phones and regular 
desktop and laptop computers are also included. While the focus is on devices distinctly de-
signed for reading purposes, other devices are included since they can also be used to read 
electronic books, offering the customer a choice of preferred device. 
 
1.3 The background of the study 
 
This study is done for The Finnish Book Publishers Association with the objective of providing 
current information on the Finnish consumer demand for electronic books and reading devic-
es. The knowledge and support of The Finnish Book Publishers Association are utilized in the 
creation of the study. The Finnish Book Publishers Association operates on a non-profit basis 
and it promotes the common interests of its members as well as publishing, the distribution of 
literature, reading and freedom to publish in Finland.  
 
The Sello library will also receive the report for their co-operation during the quantitative 
research survey that was conducted for this study.  
 
1.4 Research problem 
 
Electronic books are still a fairly new concept, especially in Finland. The main research prob-
lem is to determine how the market appears in the Helsinki metropolitan area. This is 
achieved by asking consumers about how aware they are of the concept, how interested they 
are in it and what factors account for their views. 
 
The most prominent question that the research aims to answer is whether the consumer 
would like to buy and read electronic books, and how much they should cost. 
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The more interesting factors include age, gender, occupation and native language, and how 
they affect consumers’ opinions of electronic books. It is assumed that younger consumers 
might be more open to new innovations. Students and the unemployed are probably more 
price conscious. Women are usually thought to read more, but might be less interested in 
technology. 
 
1.5 Research method 
 
For the research problem, the most suitable method is a quantitative survey in order to get a 
large enough number of different opinions to ensure reliability in any assumptions made for 
attitudes in the market as a whole.  
 
Since the subject of the study is books and reading habits, it is important to reach people who 
read a fair number of books and are possibly interested in the subject to gain relevant results 
within the limitations of the scope of the thesis. 
 
Two major Finnish book store chains were contacted regarding the thesis and the study, but 
they chose to pass on the opportunity. Libraries were then considered as a suitable location 
to conduct the study, and Sello library in Espoo agreed to help with the quantitative research 
of the study. Visitors to the library were likely to have some interest in reading in general and 
at least some insight into electronic books. 
 
Sello Library is the largest library in Espoo and the most visited library in the Helsinki metro-
politan area, with nearly one million visitors in the year 2010 and 1.2 million loans. (Helsingin 
Sanomat 2011). It started to offer a small number of electronic reading devices for loan dur-
ing the summer of 2011. 
 
In order to gain expert information on trends in the market an interview was held on August 8 
2011 with two staff members of the Finnish book publishers association. The interviewees 
were Sakari Laiho, the director of the association, and Kristiina Markkula, the project manag-
er for eReading projects. 
 
The questions discussed in the interview included a wide variety of topics such as book pub-
lishing in general, technical aspects of electronic book publishing and specific issues in the 
Finnish market. The interviewees offered good insight on the different perspectives in the 
business and especially the legal problems involving electronic books. 
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1.6 Structure of the study 
 
 
Figure 1: Structure of the study 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the study. The first chapter introduces the study: its pur-
pose, objectives, background and execution. The second chapter, a general outlook on the 
state of electronic books, consists of a history of electronic books and an examination at the 
American and Finnish markets. Different devices, formats and copy protection are also dis-
cussed in order to understand the different factors that affect to the complexity of the elec-
tronic book industry. 
 
Secondary data has also been utilized in chapter 2. This consists of previous research studies 
conducted relatively recently in the United States market regarding electronic books and 
devices. The results were found to be interesting for the study, even if they do not necessari-
ly apply to the Finnish market completely. 
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The theoretical background introduces theories relevant to electronic book marketing. These 
theories include the marketing mix, product life cycle and Michael E. Porter’s five forces 
model and diamond models. 
 
More modern and specific theories included are the blue ocean strategy by Kim and Mau-
borgne and disruptive innovation by Clayton Christensen. They are useful for understanding 
how important the new technology can be, and how established companies in Finland would 
benefit from investing in the technology now, even if the market is currently not considered 
significant. In other industries established companies have missed opportunities with new 
markets and innovations, with the disk drive industry used as an example. 
 
In the research approach it is explained how the empirical research study was planned and 
conducted. This chapter also includes evaluation and criticism of the research. 
 
The empirical research chapter includes an introduction to the case company, SWOT analyses 
for traditional and electronic books, detailed information about the survey and thorough 
analysis of the results. 
 
In the conclusion the findings and suggestions based on the research results and analysis are 
presented. The chosen theories are explained and evaluated in theoretical linkage. The final 
chapter includes a summary of the thesis. 
 
2 A general outlook on the state of electronic books 
 
2.1 The brief history of electronic books 
 
2.1.1 Project Gutenberg, 1971 
 
The history of electronic books can be dated back to 1971, when Michael Hart (1947 - 2011) 
started Project Gutenberg, with a goal to store the world of books into computers, where 
they would be safe and easy to access. The very first text to be stored was the U.S. Declara-
tion of Independence. (Hart, 1992) 
 
Project Gutenberg philosophy aims that electronic books (or electronic texts as they were 
then called) should be as cheap as possible, and as easy to access as possible. Ideally the cost 
would be so low that it would not matter to the end user, the electronic books would fit the 
standard media in use, and that they would be easy enough to use by everyone. (Hart, 1992) 
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The Project Gutenberg website has a large free library, consisting generally of books where 
the copyright has expired 50 years after the death of the author by US law. These include, for 
example, the works of Mark Twain, Jules Verne, Leo Tolstoy, Edgar Allan Poe, and William 
Shakespeare. Books are also available in different languages, and the site contains over 50 
Finnish-language electronic books, including works of Runeberg, Lönnrot, Leino, Kivi, Gumme-
rus, and translated books by Doyle, Pushkin, Dickens, etc. Each book is available in many 
different formats ranging from general .txt file to Amazon’s .azw file. Today, Project Guten-
berg works to create digitalized versions of Public Domain texts in a simplest possible format, 
so that 99% of current hardware can read it. (Hart, 1992) 
 
While electronic books are now becoming mainstream, they are in no way a new concept. 
New York Times magazine published an article entitled “The End of Books” in June 21st, 1992, 
written by Robert Coover, Professor of Literary Arts at Brown University. In the article, Coov-
er wrote about the electronic book (or hypertext, as he called it) as something as revolutio-
nary as the invention of writing and the invention of Johannes Gutenberg’s movable type. 
(Coover 1992) 
 
Coover stated: “Indeed, the very proliferation of books and other print-based media, so pre-
valent in this forest-harvesting, paper-wasting age, is held to be a sign of its feverish mori-
bundity, the last futile gasp of a once vital form before it finally passes away forever, dead as 
God.” (1992) 
 
Coover also wrote about hardware and software problems, associated with incompatibilities 
of different operating system standards. He suggested that in reading electronic books, “all 
its players must have a common and consistent language and all must be equally empowered 
in its use”. (Coover 1992) 
 
2.1.2 Electronic reading devices and Amazon Kindle 
 
The very first electronic readers – devices designed only for the reading of electronic books – 
were published in 1998. However due to technological limitations, they were unsuccessful and 
mostly forgotten. Electronic reading devices of that generation were heavy, difficult to use, 
short on battery life, and could only store about ten predetermined electronic books. (Mar-
shall, 2010, 3) 
 
It has not been until recently that electronic books and reading devices have gained populari-
ty, and much of this can be attributed to online bookstore Amazon. Their Kindle reading de-
vice utilizes technology to make electronic books much more accessible with low-powered 
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and natural-looking ePaper displays, plenty of room for storage, lightweight design and access 
to Amazon’s own library of electronic books. (Marshall, 2010, 6) 
 
Amazon.com, founded as an online bookstore in 1995, is the largest online retailer in the 
United States as of January 2010. They employ 33,700 people worldwide and had a net in-
come 1.152 billion US dollars in 2010. Amazon operates, in addition to the United States, 
Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Austria, Japan, and China, however 
many of their products ship worldwide. (Amazon.com 2011)  
 
Amazon launched its electronic reading device Kindle in 2007. As the Kindle reads a limited 
number of formants including Amazon’s own .azw and .prc, it can be assumed that larger 
Kindle sales lead to larger market share for Amazon. Other electronic reading devices can be 
used to read content from any publisher, including Internet downloads, study material and 
notes, most commonly using the ePub-format (Schember 2010). On January 2011, Amazon 
announced that they had for the first time sold more electronic books than physical books, at 
a rate of 115 electronic books to 100 books. (Perenson 2011) 
 
In October 2011 Amazon presented its latest four part line of Kindle readers to be sold in the 
United States, including the completely new Kindle Fire-tablet. Kindle Fire sports among oth-
er features a color display, Amazon’s own web browser called Silk, and an 8GB storage with 
also a wireless access to Amazon Cloud. Fire is most likely designed to compete directly with 
Apple’s iPad and other tablets with half the price of the cheapest iPad in the United States. 
Because its LCD screen Fire is better suited to watch movies, use applications, play games 
and browse the Internet than to read electronic books. However the touch feature enables 
new ways to enjoy children’s books, comic books, periodical magazines and other formats. 
While Fire is priced at very reasonable $199, the basic model of the line-up costs only $79. 
(Amazon.com, 2011) 
 
The latest edition of the Kindle remains mostly unchanged; however the keyboard has been 
removed and replaced with a navigation button for the cheapest version or a touch screen for 
a more expensive version. Kindle touch is available both with and without a 3G network. The 
Kindle electronic readers are now also available for a slightly cheaper price if the consumer 
chooses Kindle “With Special Offers”, meaning that the Kindle screen saver is replaced by 
advertisements. (Amazon.com, 2011) 
 
With the exception of the regular Kindle priced at £89, none of the new products are yet 
available in Europe or Finland. (Amazon.co.uk 2011) 
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Samsung is also planning to release a new smart phone called Galaxy Note, which uses an 
unusually large 5.3” LCD screen for a smart phone and as such is likely to challenge the idea 
of phone-tablet differentiation, being something from in between and aiming to provide con-
sumers with just one device for phone and tablet uses. Galaxy Note is not yet available, but 
scheduled to go on sale before the end of 2011. (Samsung 2011) 
 
2.1.3 Disputes between book publishers and online retailers 
 
Internationally, the lower price point compared to the physical version can be seen as one of 
the reasons for the success of electronic books. Amazon started off selling electronic books at 
discount prices of $9.99 or less in order to boost the sales of their reading device Kindle and 
to gain market share, while actually often paying the publisher more than $9.99 for a copy of 
a new title. While the strategy worked well for Amazon and their electronic book and Kindle 
sales soared, several big American publishers, most vocally Macmillan, were unhappy with 
such low pricing. They thought that these prices devalued books, harmed their paper book 
sales, and would make traditional book stores - their partners- suffer, while also getting the 
readers to expect this kind of prices as default. Macmillan decided to start delaying the re-
lease of the digital versions of their new books in order to sell the hardcover copies of the 
books first. Amazon responded by delisting all the Macmillan published books in their store, 
but re-listed them quickly two days later, a reflection on Macmillan's position as one of the 
six biggest publishers in the USA. (Westerfeld 2010) 
 
Eventually Macmillan made a deal with Apple to release electronic versions of the new book 
immediately in their online store iBooks, and sell them mostly with set retail prices of $12.99 
and $14.99. This was a significant turn since while the business started with the retailers set-
ting the prices, the publishers became concerned and decided that they need to set the pric-
es in order to protect the sales of the paper versions of their books, making the retailer mere-
ly an agent that only represents the publisher and its books. Later Amazon was forced to 
agree on similar terms, selling at the prices set by the publishers, while receiving circa 30 % 
share per book itself. At the moment most new releases by big publishers are priced between 
$13 and $16 on Amazon.com. In addition to these so called mainstream releases, Amazon has 
plenty of extremely cheap electronic books by self-published novelists, sometimes priced as 
low as 99 cents. Even after what could be seen as a minor setback, Amazon has according to 
the estimates by Enders Analysis a major dominance in the US and the UK, 60-70% and around 
90% respectively. (Wray 2010) 
 
While the new prices are still less than what the paper version would cost, the customers who 
got used to paying under ten dollars for a book at Amazon have been disappointed since the 
main reason they bought the device was to be able to buy cheap book. Some even went as far 
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as started giving one star ratings for Macmillan's books on Amazon to show resentment. (Wes-
terfeld 2010) 
 
 
Figure 2: The economics of producing a book 
(Rich 2010) 
Many price-conscious consumers understand that the electronic book does not have the same 
printing and distribution costs as traditional paper books, and think that this should reflect on 
the price of electronic books. However they may not understand that there is more in getting 
a book to a customer than just printing and distributing, including marketing costs, research 
and development and acquisition of new writers. The publisher’s costs, incomes and profits 
for different types of books at different price points are shown in Figure 2. (Rich 2010) 
 
If an electronic version of the same book means that the demand of the physical book is less, 
the economies of scale do not work as well with smaller production volumes, meaning that 
the unit cost of one book would be more than with larger volumes. Also the costs of printing 
and distributing a traditional book are not linear, meaning that cutting the amount of books 
in half would not cut the costs in half, and would in fact result in a much higher price per 
book. (Rich & Stone 2010) 
 
Amazon has not published the exact numbers of its Kindle sales. However, according to an IDC 
study from March 2011, sales for all electronic book readers worldwide gained to 12.8 million 
in 2010; 48% of them were Kindle models. The aggressive pricing for both electronic books 
and readers seems to have paid off and Amazon has a dominating market share. (IDC Corpo-
rate USA 2011) 
 
2.2 Brief history of electronic book in Finland 
 
While Finnish consumers have been able to purchase an Amazon Kindle from the Internet 
(shipped from Amazon.com in United States), and purchase content from Amazon’s store 
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since the Kindle’s launch, electronic reading devices have not yet reached the popularity in 
Finland that they have in larger markets. Arguably the most evident reason is the lack of Fin-
nish-language content available, especially in comparison to English-language content global-
ly, or other more widely spoken languages such as French, German, Japanese and Chinese. 
Three of Finland’s largest book retailers, Suomalainen Kirjakauppa, Akateeminen Kirjakauppa 
and NetAnttila added electronic books and readers into their catalogues by the end of 2010. 
(Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
Others followed later, most importantly Elisa. On their press release Elisa claimed to have the 
biggest selection of electronic books – including several Finnish classics free of charge - at the 
time of the press release. (Elisa Oyj 2011) 
 
2.3 A look at the Finnish market 
 
2.3.1 Pricing of electronic books 
 
As of 2011, electronic books are not usually priced significantly lower than traditional books. 
Although many consumers think that an electronic book should cost at least somewhat less 
than the traditional version since no physical printing or distribution happens, there are sev-
eral reasons why this is not the case. While the economies of scale also apply in Finland, 
there are other factors that add to the pricing of electronic books. (Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
One apparent reason is taxation. While the value added tax for a printed book is 9 %, for an 
electronic book it is 23 %. Another evident reason is a new cost in changing the books to the 
correct format which requires both manual work and technological know-how. Third reason is 
that as long as the sales for electronic books remain at such a minimal level the fixed costs 
for the printing and distribution of paper books add to the cost of an electronic book. Despite 
a smaller amount of traditional books to deliver the amount of retail venues to drive to still 
stays the same, causing the delivery costs to remain mostly unchanged. 
(Mäkinen 2010) 
 
Another factor to add to the prices is the fact that when a bigger percentage of the sales 
occur on the Internet, there is a need for new paying systems. Customers are willing to use 
different options when they are shopping on the Internet and thus online retailers are forced 
to use services of numerous online money processors. (Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
According to Sakari Laiho, the so called “9.99$ -pricing” of Amazon.com could never be poss-
ible at the Finnish market due to the low volume of sales. Also he assumes that this very low 
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pricing of Amazon.com is ultimately going to hurt the bookstore since customers will not be 
willing to pay more in the future after getting used to paying less. (Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
2.3.2 Case study: price comparison 
 
The following is a comparison of prices of four popular books in electronic and print form, 
available at four Finnish retailers. The cheapest and most expensive prices are marked with 
green and red colors. Printed books are based on web store prices (not including possible 
shipping costs) accessed September 16, 2011. All electronic books use the ePub format and 
are Adobe DRM protected. N/A means that the book was not available (Elisa does not sell 
printed books). 
 
ELECTRONIC BOOKS 
      
Name, author and year published Akateeminen Suomalainen DigiAnttila Elisa Average 
 Koneen Ruhtinas (John Simon, 2010) 19,90 € 21,90 € 19,90 € 17,90 € 19,90 € 
 Layla (Jari Tervo, 2011) 24,90 € N/A 25,90 € 23,90 € 24,90 € 
 Minä, Ozzy (Ozzy Osbourne, 2010) 22,90 € 21,90 € 26,90 € 19,90 € 22,90 € 
 Mustasiipi (Reijo Mäki, 2011) 19,90 € N/A 19,90 € 18,90 € 19,57 € 
 
       PRINT BOOKS 
      
Name, author and year published Akateeminen Suomalainen NetAnttila Elisa Average 
 Koneen Ruhtinas (John Simon, 2010) 9,90 € 10,25 € N/A N/A 10,08 € 
 Layla (Jari Tervo, 2011) 25,90 € 25,95 € 24,95 € N/A 25,60 € 
 Minä, Ozzy (Ozzy Osbourne, 2010) 15,22 € 16,95 € N/A N/A 16,09 € 
 Mustasiipi (Reijo Mäki, 2011) 23,90 € 24,95 € 22,95 € N/A 23,93 € 
  
Table 1: Book price comparison 
(Akateeminen kirjakauppa, Elisa Kirja, Suomalainen kirjakauppa, NetAnttila) 
 
Table 1 illustrates a price comparison for several books on several online book stores. It is 
noteworthy that printed books published in 2010 are already sold at a discount (in cheaper 
paperback form) while the same book in electronic format is sold at a regular price. As is 
shown on table 1, new books seem to be priced at approximately the same amount in both 
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printed hardcover and electronic form, with the electronic book being just slightly cheaper 
than the printed book, probably to promote the price advantage of the electronic book. 
 
Elisa Kirjat was the cheapest retailer for all four electronic books. Other than that, there are 
no noticeable differences in pricing. Presumably Elisa is able to sell electronic books slightly 
cheaper because they do not sell traditional books and therefore have no stake in the effects 
of printed book sales. Another reason could be that they want to attract customers to use 
their services on a broader scale (such as Elisa Internet connection, mobile phone services or 
cable TV). It is also interesting that Elisa is offering Samsung Galaxy Tab 7” tablet computer 
that comes with 10 pre-determined electronic books and a 100 € gift voucher to the Elisa 
Kirjat online store, priced at 19.90 € per month at a 24 month contract. The value of the 
device is approximately 450 Euros. Elisa can also earn additional revenue by charging for a 3G 
Internet connection to the device. (Elisa Kirja 2011) 
 
Another thing to notice is that Elisa Kirjat has exclusive rights to some electronic books 
(“Räjähdyspiste” by Juha Numminen, published 2011 and sold at 19,90 Euros, and “Fingerpori 
4” by Pertti Jarla, published 2011 and sold at 12,90 Euros, are advertised as only available at 
Elisa Kirjat). It is not mentioned if the exclusive rights are permanent or so-called timed ex-
clusives, where they could be released at a later time elsewhere. This means that if a cus-
tomer wants these electronic books, they must be bought from Elisa Kirjat, at least at the 
moment. (Elisa Kirja 2011) 
 
The book “Mustasiipi” is also available in some stores as an audio book, both in downloadable 
MP3-format and on a printed Compact Disc. The downloadable MP3-format is noticeably 
cheaper than the CD (Akateeminen Kirjakauppa: downloadable MP3: 26,05 €, CD: 35,90 €). 
Possible DRM restrictions are not mentioned. 
 
The book “I Am Ozzy” (Minä, Ozzy by Ozzy Osbourne) is also available at Amazon (United 
Kingdom) in English, where it is priced 16.10£ (hardcover), 5.29£ (paperback) and 4.99£ (Kin-
dle electronic book). This price gives some insight on Amazon’s pricing, but the price is not 
comparable to the Finnish language edition due translation costs and other factors affecting 
the Finnish market. Amazon also uses a different format and DRM protection than the Finnish 
retailers and the book is only readable on Kindle hardware and software. It was also released 
a year earlier, in 2009 in its English original language. In addition, Amazon sometimes re-sells 
used books for a cheaper price through their store. Note that Amazon’s price does not include 
international shipping or Finnish value added tax, which is added to the price at check out. 
 
2.3.3 Electronic books from publisher’s point of view 
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Another reason for the current prices of electronic books is the publishers. According to an 
interview that we conducted with the director of the Finnish publishers association Sakari 
Laiho and the person responsible for the association’s eReading projects Kristiina Markkula, 
publishers are still trying to figure out how to approach the concept of electronic books. 
There are technological questions like copy protection in fear of piracy, and also the poten-
tial threats to their sales of traditional books and the whole supply chain that it involves. In a 
way, the whole business model is on the verge of change, since the publishers are going from 
selling ink on paper to selling content. According to Laiho a change in the attitudes of the 
publishers is happening, just not at a very fast pace. In the beginning, most publishers saw 
electronic books as a threat and a replacement for traditional books, but slowly they are be-
ginning to understand that the two formats can and will coexist. 
(Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
The biggest challenge to small publishers is managing their inventory. Printing too many books 
will result in book stores returning them. Printing too few books may result in considerably 
smaller profit margins due to extra printing. At the moment the sales are too minimal, but 
eventually electronic books may erase these kinds of problems that small publishers are cur-
rently facing. (The Economist, 2011, 63)  
 
While the growing sales of electronic books create possibilities for self-publishing, Laiho does 
not think that it will harm Finnish publishers. There is a lot more to publishers’ frame of work 
than just printing and distributing books. First of all publishers are able to select from a vast 
pool of authors and books. Once a book has been selected to be published the publisher helps 
with editing and refining the content and art, and then works with marketing, promoting and 
packaging of the book. These are hardly steps that can be easily and effectively done by a 
self-publishing author. 
(Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
The promotion of both traditional and electronic books is proving to be a challenge for pub-
lishers in near future. In comparison to music business, there is no equivalent for the radio 
promotion in the book industry. In the US the amount of traditional book stores is declining, 
thus there is going to be fewer places for the customers to find the books. Publishers are los-
ing free promotion, and are naturally forced to find new ways to make their releases found. 
Publishers are increasingly trying to promote their books through social media. 
(The Economist, 2011, 64) 
 
While there are many obstacles and threats, the publishers are also considering new oppor-
tunities. There is number of new solutions and models to sell electronic books that were not 
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possible with paper books. These include solutions such as pay-per-view, renting and even 
free books that come with ads, like how Spotify functions within the music business. 
(Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
2.3.4 Contractual challenges 
 
According to the interview, there are also legal questions regarding the publishing of elec-
tronic books. Only recently did the publishers start including a clause for the rights of publish-
ing electronic versions of books in their book publishing contracts. For contracts made as re-
cently as two years ago there are no mentions about electronic books. Thus there has been 
speculation on who owns the electronic rights for books that were released in traditional form 
back when electronic books were not sold in Finland. (Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
According to Laiho the Finnish Publishing Association considers the publisher to own also the 
rights for the electronic versions. On the opposite side is the Finnish Association of Non-
fiction Writers who clearly state on their website that the author retains all the rights for a 
book that have not been mentioned in the contract. (Koskinen & Pietiäinen, 2011) 
 
A new company quickly emerged that strongly shares the view of the Finnish Association of 
Non-fiction Writes. This company, called ePainos, reaches out to Finnish authors to offer to 
publish their old and new books in electronic form and handle the distribution and economic 
side. (E-painos) 
 
Another legal issue is the rights for different parts of a book, such as cover art, prologue and 
translations. Even when an author has the rights for the actual written content of the book, 
they do not necessarily have the rights for another part of the book that has been created by 
someone else. In order to publish the book in an electronic form, all the rights must be 
cleared first. (Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
2.4 Reading device overview 
 
2.4.1 Personal computers 
 
Personal desktop computers, Macintosh computers or laptop computers offer very simple 
ways to find and open electronic books, from the Internet for example, and with different 
software available almost any types of electronic books can be opened. Nowadays nearly eve-
ryone in developed countries has a computer (or at least an access to a computer) and read 
news, blogs and other content from the computer on a daily basis. However the bright com-
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puter screen is far from ideal for reading large amounts of texts (books with many pages), and 
computers certainly are not very portable. 
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2.4.2 Tablet computers 
 
Tablet computers are a much more popular way of reading electronic books, with the Apple 
iPad being currently the most popular, 25 million sold by June 2011 (About.com 2011). They 
are fairly portable and can perform many other tasks such as web surfing, audio and video 
playback, games and so on. Currently, tablet computers are fairly expensive, limiting their 
mass appeal. (Falcone 2011) 
 
From a reading perspective, tablet computers suffer from the backlight, refreshing screen 
similar to those of computers. Reading for a long period of time can stress the eyes and cause 
headaches. Another problem is the battery life, with the iPad battery lasting for approx-
imately 10 hours at best before needing to recharge. The iPad screen size is about 10 inches 
wide, though there are many different sized tablets available. (Falcone 2011) 
 
2.4.3 Mobile phones 
 
Current-generation smart phones can open most electronic book formats, are very portable as 
many carry a smart phone most of the time, and they can also perform plenty of other tasks. 
Problems in reading are once again on the backlight, refreshing screen similar to computers 
and tablet computers, short battery lives and small screen sizes, with most smart phone 
screen being approximately 3-4 inches, which can only fit a small amount of text at a time. 
(Kharif 2008) 
 
2.4.4 E-Ink reading devices 
 
E-ink readers, such as the Amazon Kindle, are devices specifically designed for electronic 
book reading. Their biggest difference to the before mentioned devices are the E-ink displays, 
which do not use any sort of backlight and the screen only refreshes once a page is turned. 
This makes the screen very easy on the eyes and the pages of the electronic books look very 
similar to those of printed books. The screen also produces no glare, even in direct sunlight or 
other illuminated spots, unlike traditional computer screens. (Falcone 2011) 
 
Another advantage of the screen is its very low consumption of power, meaning that the de-
vice needs only to be charged approximately once per month, even on heavy use. One disad-
vantage of the screen is that current E-ink displays can only display black and white text and 
images, and do not have any light of their own for reading in the dark (again similar to 
printed books). 
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E-ink readers can store thousands of books and are lightweight and portable. Most E-ink read-
er screens are 6 inches wide, which is thought to be ideal for reading and portability (similar 
to the size of a pocket book) though smaller and larger versions also exist. E-ink readers are 
also available for somewhat affordable prices, with the cheapest devices being priced at ap-
proximately 100 Euros and the most expensive ones at around 250 Euros. E-ink readers also 
have plenty of electronic book –related features, such as annotations, bookmarks, search, 
text-to-speech embedded into their design. 
(Falcone 2011) 
 
2.4.5 Comparison 
 
 
Figure 3: Close caption of the screens of Kindle and iPad 
(Ravall 2011) 
 
In figure 3, the close-up pictures of both the iPad and Kindle screens, demonstrates well the 
differences between the two. Unlike the iPad, the Kindle screen does not use pixels and thus 
the text appears sharper. 
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Figure 4: Kindle (left) and iPad (right) in direct sunlight 
(Cope 2011) 
 
Figure 4 illustrates iPad and Kindle facing direct sunlight. Even on full brightness the iPad’s 
screen still struggles to be readable, while Kindle manages to be notably better. 
 
 
Figure 5: iPad (left) and Kindle (right) in daylight 
(Cope 2011) 
 
Figure 5 shows iPad and Kindle outside, but without direct sunlight. iPad’s screen cover re-
flects its surroundings, making the screen less than enjoyable to read. Kindle however man-
ages to be clear and easy on the eyes. 
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2.5 Formats, DRM and piracy 
 
In addition to the wide variety of devices that can be used to read an electronic book there 
are also many different file formats. While Amazon has its own .azw-format for Kindle, Apple 
has adopted the more universal ePub-format, which is also the one that Finnish publishers 
use. Other readers cannot by default read .azw-format and Kindle cannot read most other 
formats besides .azw. For the more tech-savvy users there are computer programs to be used 
to transform electronic books to different formats. Amazon also offers free of charge an ap-
plication for non-Kindle-platforms that enables azw-files to be opened. The application re-
quires an internet connection and authorization by Amazon.com in order to work. 
(Schember 2010) 
 
Ideally an electronic book should be readable on any device the customer chooses to use at 
any time, but so far this has not been the case. Publishers are worried about piracy and unli-
mited sharing or copying of electronic books, and therefore the files usually are protected 
with access control technologies called Digital Rights Management (DRM). Such technology 
indeed creates restrictions to limit copying, printing, and sharing of electronic books to pre-
vent unauthorized access to digital content. (Marshall 2010, 127) 
 
With electronic books there is usually a set number of how many devices can be authorized to 
view a certain electronic book at a time, and all devices must be authorized separately be-
fore use. For example Amazon Kindle uses a proprietary system which protects the purchased 
content against being read on a device with a serial number other than the one it was pur-
chased for. Printing or the so called text-to-speech feature can also be prevented or re-
stricted by DRM. (Marshall 2010, 129) 
 
Digital rights management has received a fair share of critique from users. Many believe that 
it makes the use of digital content unnecessarily difficult, and restricts authorized use as 
well. It also requires compatibility from other software and hardware. In some cases autho-
rized users have even lost access to the content they have paid for. One such instance hap-
pened with Amazon when the company became aware that there were books available in 
their selection that they did not have rights to. Amazon decided on deleting the illegal ver-
sions from both their systems and the customers’ devices remotely. Amazon refunded the 
customers, but many were left unhappy of this “big brother-like” act. (Stone 2009) 
 
Not all publishers use DRM on their products, and actually use their DRM-free content as a 
competitive edge over content with DRM. Electronic books without copy protection can be 
used, copied and printed without any restrictions. There are specific web sites that promote 
DRM-free books such as Open Books. (Goyal) 
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Pirated content usually is free of copy protection, making it more convenient and versatile 
than the original. It is somewhat counterintuitive that the pirated version is in many ways 
better than the original, which makes the purchase of the original version somewhat difficult 
to reason. According to Laiho it is not impossible to compete with a free pirated product. The 
main challenge is to make the buying and using at least as easy and comfortable as it would 
be with the pirated version. He agrees with the general consensus that an electronic book 
should be readable on any device. If the buying and reading experience is smooth and plea-
sant, most consumers are willing to pay for the product. 
(Laiho & Markkula 2011) 
 
The music industry has long been affected by illegal sharing over the internet. When Apple 
started selling music in digital form over the Internet, the music was DRM protected. Even-
tually, Apple started selling DRM-free music for a higher price point, and in 2009, removed 
DRM completely from all its music. It should be noted that Apple still uses DRM on its online 
video store and electronic books. Piracy still remains an issue, for example there is a file 
named “2,500 Retail Quality E-books” available to download at a popular file-sharing website. 
(The Economist, 2011, 63) 
 
2.6 Case study: DigiAnttila 
 
Purchasing electronic books from DigiAnttila is a somewhat complicated process, since cus-
tomers need some knowledge of computer usage and English language. They need to register 
for two different online services and must install additional software to their computers. 
Adobe Digital Editions software is not available in Finnish, and compatibility is required from 
the computer and the reading device. 
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1. Register into the service 
2. Install Adobe Digital Editions software 
2.1 Installing Adobe Digital Editions 
2.2 Creating an Adobe ID 
2.3 Activating Adobe Digital Editions software and authorizing the computer 
3. Logging in to the service 
4. Download a test file to ensure compatibility 
5. Finding a book by recommendations or search functions 
6. Additional information, DRM and presentation 
7. Adding an electronic book into the shopping cart 
8. Payment of purchases 
8.1 Payment by online bank transfer 
8.2 Payment by credit card 
8.3 Payment by gift certificate 
8.4 Payment by gift download account balance 
9. Downloading purchases 
9.1 One electronic book in the shopping cart 
9.2 Several electronic books in the shopping cart 
9.3 Music, videos or audio books in the shopping cart in addition to electronic 
books 
9.4 Downloading an electronic book 
10. Transferring an electronic book into a reading device 
10.1 Authorizing the reading device 
10.2 Transferring purchases into the reading device 
10.3 How to download and transfer an unprotected pdf or ePub book into an iPad 
11. My account 
12. Cookies 
13. Customer service, error messages and possible problems 
Table 2: DigiAnttila: instructions on purchasing an electronic book 
(DigiAnttila) 
 
Table 2 describes the instructions for purchasing an electronic book on DigiAnttila’s website. 
Although some of these steps are common to web stores, there are several steps that could 
be streamlined to an easier user experience, most notably the steps regarding DRM. The elec-
tronic book can only be downloaded once, and additional downloads must be requested from 
customer service. (DigiAnttila) 
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2.7 Secondary data 
 
Secondary data is data that has been previously researched for other purposes or by other 
researchers than may have answered or partially answered the questions relevant to the 
study being conducted. Searching for secondary data is a cost-efficient method to gather 
information, but the reliability of secondary data cannot be considered very trustworthy. This 
is because the secondary data may be based on different circumstances, different research 
methods or different sampling. Furthermore, the goals and motivations for the previous re-
search may be unknown. (Saunders & co 2009, 259) 
 
Secondary data presented here should only be used as a broad guideline for the topic, partic-
ularly as it is based on data gathered in the United States. Even if the research question was 
the same, it would still be interesting to see if the newly acquired primary data would differ 
from previous data. 
 
2.7.1 Survey by J.P. Morgan 
 
According to a survey conducted by J.P. Morgan Internet Team, the iPad and the Kindle are 
conceived as different products for different purposes, and therefore do not directly compete 
with each other. A consumer may be using both devices. The survey was conducted on De-
cember 2010 and approximately 1 000 consumers took part in the study. (Schonfeld 2011) 
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Figure 6: Is the iPad a Kindle Killer? No 
(Schonfeld 2011) 
 
Figure 6 above shows that 40% of people who own an iPad also own a Kindle, and additionally, 
23% of iPad owners plan to buy a Kindle within the next 12 months. This is a very high number 
considering that not all iPad users are interested in reading books at all, as half of the people 
involved in the research read less than 10 books a year. (Schonfeld 2011) 
 
One reason may be the low price point of the Kindle, and the fact that Kindle books can be 
read using a Kindle application on the iPad, so the consumer is not limited to using just one of 
the two devices for reading purposes. (Schonfeld 2011) 
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Figure 7: eReaders: Marketing and Price Drive Penetration 
(Schonfeld 2011) 
 
One final conclusion of the survey is that Kindle’s brand awareness is significantly higher than 
its closest competitor in the United States, the Barnes & Noble Nook, and almost as high as 
the iPad’s. Many more consumers were planning to buy a Kindle in December 2010 compared 
to the previous study in July 2009 (before the iPad was launched). Figure 7 illustrates Kindle, 
Nook and iPad’s brand awareness ratings respectively according to the survey. (Schonfeld 
2011) 
 
2.7.2 Research by Nielsen 
 
Another interesting research conducted by Nielsen research firm shows that Kindle users are 
generally wealthier and more educated than iPad users, even though the iPad is much more 
expensive than the Kindle. Nielsen interviewed 5000 consumers for the research, and the 
results were posted on September 2010. (Asharya 2010) 
 
The survey shows that 44% of Kindle users make more than 80 000 USD per year, compared to 
39% of iPad users and 37% of iPhone users. Also 27% of Kindle users have a master’s degree or 
a doctorate. iPad owners are also more receptive to advertising and more likely to make pur-
chasing decisions based on advertisements. (Asharya 2010) 
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This is an interesting result and may give some insight on the purchasing power of the owners 
of the different devices. It may also be fair to assume that the more educated, wealthier 
Kindle users purchase more books. 
 
 
Figure 8: Demographics of Tablet and eReader Owners are Changing 
(The Nielsen Company 2011) 
 
Another study conducted by Nielsen showed that the demographics of tablet computer and 
electronic reader users are quickly changing. While in the summer of 2010, most Kindle users 
were male and below the age of 34 (62%), while only 10% were older than 55 years. This in-
formation suits the assumption that younger males are more likely to adopt new technologies. 
Figure 8 illustrates the age distribution for the owners of smartphones, tablets and electronic 
readers. (The Nielsen Company 2011) 
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Figure 9: Women Are Adopting Connected Devices, Especially eReaders 
(The Nielsen Company 2011) 
 
However already in spring 2011 the number of women and consumers over 35 years using such 
devices had increased significantly, especially on electronic readers. As can be seen in figure 
9, women had become more likely to own an electronic reader, as 61% of electronic reader 
owners were now female, and 51% of all users were older than 45 years. At the same time, 
tablet users remain more likely to be male and under 44 years. Smart phone users are split 
quite evenly and there appears to be no noticeable change during the study period. (The Niel-
sen Company 2011) 
 
These results seem to prove that electronic readers have become easy enough to use even for 
those not usually interested in new technologies. It is also fair to assume that women and 
older people read more books in general, and a growing number of them like to read books in 
electronic form. 
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3 Theoretical background 
 
3.1 Blue ocean strategy 
 
Blue ocean strategy is a business strategy that aims to find new, uncontested industries for 
highly profitable growth and revenues rather than engaging in direct competition with similar 
companies with similar strategies in current industries. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 4) 
 
 
Figure 10: The Profit and Growth Consequences of Creating Blue Oceans 
(Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 7) 
 
The current industries are defined as "red oceans". Here the industry boundaries and rules are 
known, and companies are competing for the set demand in the industry. The set demand 
may be increasing, still or diminishing, but in every case the companies are all trying to in-
crease their market shares at the expense of other companies. The fierce competition usually 
means more spending and less profit. Some companies may cease to exist due to their failures 
to stay competitive, and new companies are emerging as challengers. Figuratively, the com-
petition is hurting everyone and the ocean is turned red from the blood spilled by the compe-
tition. This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 10 above. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 4) 
 
Blue oceans are market spaces that have not yet been filled, and therefore suitable for very 
profitable growth. Its boundaries and rules are not known, and competition does not exist. 
Blue oceans are usually created by stretching the boundaries of the red ocean, however, they 
are sometimes found from completely outside currently existing industries.  Eventually, the 
boundaries and rules of the blue ocean are likely to be found and competitors will enter the 
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market, but the first mover has a great advantage over them. Therefore the red oceans will 
always exist, and the ability to compete is not meaningless. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 4) 
 
Just some examples of blue oceans can be found from the emergence of automobiles (over 
horse chariots), music recordings, cellular phones, coffee bars, just to name a few. They are 
nowadays taken for granted, but there was always someone to first discover the potential in 
them.(Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 5) Perhaps one of the most famous of them was Henry Ford 
and the Model T automobile in 1908. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 193) 
 
 
Figure 11: Value Innovation: The cornerstone of Blue Ocean strategy 
(Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 16) 
 
Figure 11 above illustrates value innovation. Value innovation is a term consisting of value 
creation and innovation, and is essential to the blue ocean strategy to work. Innovation in 
value creation is needed to differentiate from the competition. Value innovation in terms of 
new value to both the customer and the company is more important than, for example, tech-
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nological innovation. Utility, price and cost position must also be considered. In value innova-
tion, differentiation and low cost are both targeted. (Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 12) 
 
Costs are lowered when a company eliminates or reduces the factors that most companies 
compete with. Value is increased by creating or increasing elements that the competition 
does not offer.(Kim & Mauborgne 2005, 16) 
 
Formulation Principles Risk factor each principle attenuates 
Reconstruct market boundaries Search risk 
Focus on the big picture, not the numbers Planning risk 
Reach beyond existing demand Scale risk 
Get the strategic sequence right Business model risk 
Execution principles Risk factor each principle attenuates 
Overcome key organizational hurdles Organizational risk 
Build execution into strategy Management risk 
Table 3: The Six Principles of Blue Ocean Strategy 
(Kim & Mauborgne, 21) 
 
When dealing with unknown market spaces, it is not certain that there are actually possibili-
ties for growth and profit, therefore two key factors for success are opportunity maximizing 
and risk minimizing. While there are plenty of books and strategies that deal with competi-
tion in existing market spaces, not much has been written about how to succeed in the blue 
ocean. Kim and Mauborgne divided success in the blue ocean into six important phases, which 
can be seen on table 3. (2005, 19) 
 
3.1.1 Blue ocean strategy in the electronic books business 
 
Amazon.com seems to have grasped the blue ocean of marketing electronic books, and today 
has a strong hold of the electronic books and reading devices market share with its Kindle 
reader and marketplace. While electronic books had existed before, Kindle was the first de-
vice designed to be used only as an electronic reader and was marketed as such, for a low 
price and a large audience. Kindle has now sold millions of units. At the same time they ag-
gressively launched their electronic book store. Now they sell more Kindle books than paper-
backs. (Miller 2010) 
 
3.2 Disruptive innovation 
 
Disruptive innovation is used to describe new innovations that create new markets, but also in 
some ways disrupt existing ones. Customers may stop using the old product and service and 
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move on to the new one, meaning that if a company that fails to adopt the possibilities of the 
new disruptive innovation may lose its business. (Christensen 2003, xi) One example is the 
mobile telephone technology that has replaced land line telephones. Companies that pro-
duced land line telephones, or relied on them, quickly lost the market for those products. 
(Christensen 2003, xxix) 
 
Even managers from top companies can fail because they maintain focus on their existing 
markets, but pay no attention to future markets. New markets often start out small, and 
companies may neglect them because they see no return on investment on such small mar-
kets. But if those markets can grow and disrupt others, the companies that have invested on 
those disruptive innovations have significant advantage on the new market. Companies are 
“held captive” by their existing customers, and fail to respond to possible future customers. 
(Christensen 2003, xvi) 
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3.2.1 Case study: disk drive industry 
 
 
Figure 12: Leadership of entrant firms in disruptive technology 
(Christensen 2003, 25) 
 
Clayton M. Christensen suggests that sometimes listening to customers is a mistake. One ex-
ample is the disk drive industry in the 80s, which lead to the downfall of market leaders in 
the industry. They had the technology to produce the new disk drives, but their existing cus-
tomers did not want them. They listened to their existing customers, and new entrant firms 
would focus on serving the future customers. Eventually, as technology processed, the market 
share of future customers overcame the old customers, and the old companies lost their ad-
vantage in the market. This happened many times to many companies, as the technology kept 
evolving, which is illustrated in figure 12. (Christensen 2003, 3) 
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At first, established disk drive companies produced 14-inch disk drives to mainframe comput-
ers. Eventually, smaller 8-inch disk drives emerged, that were considerably smaller, slightly 
cheaper, but less efficient and less cost-effective. Mainframe customers were not interested, 
because they needed the performance, so market leaders listened to the customers and ig-
nored the new technology. (Christensen 2003, 19) 
 
However, entrant companies started producing 8-inch disk drives, and found a small market 
from customers from desktop computers, whose main interests were size and overall price. So 
the new market was created, and need for 8-inch disk drives increased at a fast pace. Be-
cause of the demand, sustaining innovations made the 8-inch disk drives better, and they 
eventually overtook the market of 14-inch disk drives. Only then the previous market leaders 
started producing 8-inch disk drives. The same cycle happened with 5.25-inch disk drives, and 
again with 3.25-inch disk drives. (Christensen 2003, 20) 
 
The so-called innovators paradox is that a company that has entered the market with a dis-
ruptive innovation can overtake the market leaders. Then, they do what managers are told to 
do and stop looking for new disruptive innovations, allowing for new entrants to overtake 
them with new disrupting technologies. (Christensen 2003, xvi) 
 
3.3 Reading an electronic book 
 
Much discussion has been about how people read electronic books versus physical books. Do 
electronic books maintain the advantages traditionally attributed to physical books, and do 
they have any advantages over them? (Marshall 2010, 14) 
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Figure 13: Reading types 
(Marshall 2010, 20) 
 
Obviously people read different things for very different reasons, and different styles of read-
ing are used for different purposes. One might read a novel cover-to-cover for entertainment 
during train travel, browse through a newspaper to see “what’s going on” in the morning, 
study several different school books in preparation for an exam, or examine legal paperwork 
in order to make an important decision. Different types of reading vary from active reading 
(with a purpose in mind that requires interaction and manipulation with reading material) to 
immersive reading (with a focused attention that requires transparency and legibility from 
the reading material). Figure 13 illustrates different types of reading. (Marshall 2010, 18) 
 
For example, when interacting with a physical book one might make different annotations to 
the sides of the pages (Marshall 2010, 38), navigate back and forth within the book (Marshall 
2010, 51), clip some parts of the text (Marshall 2010, 62), or bookmark pages (Marshall 2010, 
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67). While all of these interactions can be emulated with current electronic readers, they are 
far less intuitive than with physical objects (Marshall 2010, 72). 
 
3.4 Marketing mix 
 
One of the most important concepts used to assist in the implementation of a marketing 
strategy is called the marketing mix. It is referred to as the set of controllable tools that a 
firm blends to produce the response it wants in the target market, so it consists of everything 
the firm can do to influence the demand for its product. Most simply put, the marketing mix 
is based on the intention to bring the right product in the right place, at the right price, at 
the right time. It was popularized after Neil Borden published his article The Concept of the 
Marketing Mix in 1964, but Borden had been using the term since the late 1940’s. (Kotler & 
Keller 2009, 62) 
  
The ingredients in Borden's marketing mix included product planning, pricing, branding, dis-
tribution channels, personal selling, advertising, promotions, packaging, display, servicing, 
physical handling, and fact finding and analysis. Many definitions for the marketing mix exist, 
of which the most famous is the Four P’s of Marketing, created by E. J. McCarthy in 1960 that 
approaches the marketing mix from the seller’s point of view. This definition divides the mar-
keting mix into four elements: product, place, price and promotion. Extensions – such as 7 P’s 
of Marketing - were created later but the 4 P’s of Marketing is still the most popular defini-
tion of the marketing mix. Also definitions that approach the marketing mix from the custom-
er’s point of view have been created. (Kotler & Keller 2009, 62) 
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3.4.1 The 4 P’s of the marketing mix 
 
 
Figure 14: The 4 P's of marketing 
(Kotler & Keller 2009, 63) 
 
Figure 14 illustrates the 4 P’s of marketing and how they are connected. The main and most 
necessary element for a marketing strategy is the product. This element includes all features 
and combination of goods and related services that a company offers to its customers. Nota-
bly, services are seen as service products according to the definition. This category all sees 
aspects such as warranty, branding and customer support. (Kotler & Keller 2009, 63) 
 
Kotler and Armstrong (2004) refer to the concept of pricing as the amount of money that cus-
tomers have to pay to obtain the product. Pricing is a complex process that has no set rules 
for it. Generally, lower prices attract customers but this is not true in all cases and pricing is 
never the only factor that decides sales. There are many elements that account to the price 
of a product, of which many are based on costs and many are not. (Kotler & Keller 2009, 63) 
 
The element of place includes all the decisions and activities that account to making the 
product available to customers. In addition to the actual place where the product can be 
purchased, it also includes the various actions of distribution and different distribution chan-
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nel members. Nowadays the actual place of sales can either mean a traditional store or an 
online store. (Kotler & Keller 2009, 63) 
 
Final part of the marketing mix is promotion which stands for the communication of informa-
tion about the product with the goal of generating a positive customer response, including 
four distinct elements: advertising, public relations, personal selling and sales promotion. 
(Kotler & Keller 2009, 63) 
 
3.5 Porter’s five forces model 
 
 
Figure 15: Porter's five forces model 
(Porter 1998, 22) 
 
In his classic industry competition model Michael E. Porter has identified five forces that de-
termine the essential long-run attractiveness of a market or market segment: industry com-
petitors, potential entrants, substitutes, buyers and suppliers. Figure 15 illustrates the forces. 
Porter’s model is based on the insight that a corporate strategy should meet the opportunities 
and threats in the organizations external environment. Especially, competitive strategy 
should base on an understanding of industry structures and the way they change. (Porter 
1998, 21) 
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In the traditional economic model, competition among rival firms drives profits to zero. But 
competition is not perfect and firms are not unsophisticated passive price takers. Firms aim 
for a competitive advantage over their rivals. The intensity of rivalry helps determine the 
extent to which the value created by an industry will be used up through head-to-head com-
petition. The intensity of rivalry among firms varies across industries, and is likely to be based 
on dimensions such as price, quality, and innovation. The degree of rivalry is most likely to be 
high in those industries where there is a threat of substitute products and existing power of 
suppliers and buyers in the market. (Porter 1998, 23) 
 
Profitable markets attract new firms. This results in many new entrants, which eventually will 
decrease profitability for all firms in the industry. Both potential and existing competitors 
influence average industry profitability. The threat of new entrants is usually based on the 
market entry and exit barriers. These barriers appear in many forms, such as cost of entry, 
distribution channels and government   regulations. (Porter 1998, 23) 
 
Substitute products in Porter’s model refer to products in other industries. A threat of substi-
tutes exists when a product's demand is affected by the price change of a substitute product. 
A product's price elasticity is affected by substitute products - as more substitutes become 
available, the demand becomes more elastic since customers have more alternatives. A close 
substitute product constrains the ability of firms in an industry to raise prices. (Porter 1998, 
32) 
 
The bargaining power of customers is also described as the market of outputs: the ability of 
customers to put the firm under pressure, which also affects the customer's sensitivity to 
price changes. The most important determinants of buyer power are the size and the concen-
tration of customers. Other factors are the extent to which the buyers are informed and the 
concentration or differentiation of the competitors. (Porter 1998, 28) 
 
A counterpart for the previous force, the bargaining power of suppliers can also be described 
as the market of inputs. Suppliers of raw materials, components, labor, and services (such as 
expertise) to the firm can be a source of power over the firm, when there are few substi-
tutes. Powerful suppliers can apply an influence on the producing industry, such as selling raw 
materials at a high price to capture some of the industry's profits. 
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3.6 Porter’s diamond of national advantage 
 
 
Figure 16: Determinants of national competitive advantage 
(Porter 1998, 72) 
 
Michael E. Porter divided the four determinants of national advantage as follows: Factor con-
ditions; demand conditions; related and supporting industries; and firm strategy, structure 
and rivalry. These four attributes create the framework in which companies can operate and 
gain competitive advantage in different industries. These determinants can be seen in figure 
16 above. (1998, 71) 
 
Factor conditions measure the inputs of an industry, such as labor, land, resources, capital 
and infrastructure. These are the necessities that a nation needs in order to be competitive. 
(Porter 1998, 73). Demand conditions evaluate how much demand exists for the industry with-
in a nation. It includes both the quality and quantity demanded, but quality is generally con-
sidered to be more important. (Porter 1998, 86) 
 
Related and supporting industries scale how well supplier industries and related industries can 
help another industry in being competitive. Without their inputs, the target industry would 
either have to rely on lesser inputs (possibly from abroad) or not be able to operate at all. 
(Porter 1998, 100). Firm strategy, structure and rivalry measure how well the management 
and competition drive the industry to innovate and improve their efforts. (Porter 1998, 107) 
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Figure 17: Chance and government influences 
(Porter 1998, 127) 
 
Figure 17 displays the additional roles of chance and government that influence the four de-
terminants of national advantage. 
 
Chance also matters in a way that some events happen that cannot be influenced or esti-
mated. They sometimes invalidate previous effort put into an industry, and make significant 
changes in demand conditions, as well as Porter’s other determinants of national competitive 
advantage. These chance events can be, for example, new inventions, technological disconti-
nuities or shifts in world politics. (Porter 1998, 124)  
 
The government also has an influence on these four determinants, as they can create new 
policies, regulations, laws and taxes. The government’s role can be seen as both positive and 
negative, as government decisions can support or hinder any given industries. In general, the 
government should benefit from supporting most industries, but sometimes other issues take 
importance over the good of the industries. (Porter 1998, 126) 
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3.7 Product life cycle 
 
 
Figure 18: The stages of product life cycle 
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2005, 182) 
 
The product lifecycle, in its simplest form, is an S-curve that illustrates the four phases of the 
lifecycle – planning and introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. This S-curve and the 
different phases can be seen in Figure 18. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2005, 181) 
 
The introduction phase is characterized usually by a high price point due to a new technology, 
low volumes of sales mostly to early adopters, who are willing to buy the product regardless 
of price. At this point the product does not interest a wide range of customers, who may not 
even be aware that the product is now available. The challenge for the company is to create 
demand for a new type of product, and usually the product does not generate much profit at 
this stage especially considering the research and development costs, or it may even be sold 
at a loss in hopes of penetrating the market. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2005, 184) 
 
Growth happens when the technology to create the product becomes cheaper and economies 
of scale, competition arises, public awareness increases. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2005, 184) 
 
Maturity phase is where the sales volumes peak and the product reaches market saturation. 
Brand differentiation is important due to increased competition. Prices drop. Decline is where 
sales drop considerably, often due to a release or planned release of a new superior product 
to replace the old. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2005, 184) 
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3.8 Conclusion of the theoretical background 
 
The blue ocean strategy theory, together with the theory of disruptive innovation, display the 
value found in new market. It is important to actively look for these opportunities. Even if a 
market is not considered profitable now, it may evolve to become very profitable in the fu-
ture. Companies should consider their core competences and how that can be changed to 
create something new. They should not limit their services too narrowly, but instead consider 
how they can create value within the industry as a whole. For example, a disk drive company 
should not think that it creates 8-inch drives, but instead think that it creates products that 
store data. As evidence from the disk drive industry shows, even top managers continuously 
fail to utilize these new opportunities. 
 
Parts 3.3 Reading an electronic book and 3.9 Secondary data provide information about the 
electronic book industry. 
 
The marketing mix, Porter’s five forces model, Porter’s diamond of national advantage and 
product life cycle are theories that remain important despite technological change. The mar-
keting mix shows the important factors in creating a successful product, while Porter’s five 
forces and diamond of national advantage illustrate the determinants based on which the 
industry operates. The product life cycle theory describes potential life cycles of a new prod-
uct and how different phases have different effects on the industry. 
 
The product life cycle complements the blue ocean and disruptive innovation theories in that 
it shows how most products become profitable in the later phases after the introduction. It is 
therefore important to expect and react to them before the competitors.  
 
4 Research approach 
 
4.1 Quantitative and qualitative methods 
 
Quantitative research is a method used to gather a large number of data usually by simple 
surveys. The advantage is the ease of gathering much information from a lot of different 
people in a short time and is somewhat reliable to generalize to a larger population. The dis-
advantage is that it is usually difficult to find out reasons for the answers. In a purposive 
sample, the individuals participating in the survey should be typical to the population that is 
being studied. (Davies, 2007, 53) 
 
Qualitative research aims for in-depth answers usually by interviews or such, where people 
have more freedom to express their opinions. Gathering and analyzing such information takes 
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more time, so usually sample sizes are small. Its advantages are in receiving accurate infor-
mation based on feelings, and as the people can express their thoughts openly, risks of misin-
terpretation or leading the survey in to a desired direction is small. The main disadvantage of 
qualitative survey is that conducting and analyzing many interviews takes a lot of time, so the 
small sample size sets a risk of not being able to generalize the results to present the market 
as a whole. (Davies, 2007, 139)  
 
4.2 Research method 
 
In order to find out about how people perceive electronic books and reading devices it was 
needed to decide how to most conveniently reach the book reading public. Some discussions 
where held with the biggest book store chains but due to their lack of interest for this project 
it was chosen to conduct the research in the biggest library in Espoo, located in Leppävaara. 
Their manager was very enthusiastic to have the research done and was also very interested 
in the results of the research. Quantitative research was chosen as the logical research me-
thod but a few open questions were also included in the survey in order to gather some in-
tangible information. 
 
The questionnaire that was created for the study included 20-30 questions. There were some 
jump questions, for example if the person had no experience of electronic books, and thus 
everyone did not answer the same questions. There where both Finnish and English versions 
of the questionnaire to reach also visitors that did not understand Finnish. As a compensation 
for participating in the study the participants were offered chocolate. The surveys were 
handed out from 10.00 to 16.00 during which there were 100 returned surveys. Due to the 
fact that it was the start of a new semester in schools there were many students visiting the 
library to get their student travel tickets, which added to the already multifaceted group of 
the participants of the survey. Some students were not Finnish, which added more perspec-
tive. 
 
4.3 Presumptions of the results 
 
Before conducting the study, there were some presumptions about the market. First of all, it 
was considered that young adults are the most likely group to adopt electronic books first 
because they are usually more interested in new technology, and senior people most likely 
have the least experience and interest on electronic books. 
 
Gender was not expected to affect the results much, as women perhaps read a bit more but 
are a bit less interested in technology. Students and young people were expected to spend 
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less money on books and are more price-conscious due to their lower income level compared 
to older people of which most work full time. 
 
People who borrow books from library probably spend less money on books, they are used to 
getting books for free and conveniently, so possibly they do not see much value in electronic 
readers. Study books are probably most popular with students, fiction very popular with 
people who read much, and comic books are for generally younger people. 
 
Not many are expected to have used electronic reading devices and very few own an elec-
tronic reader. Many are not even familiar with them due to the low sales so far. Kindle is 
probably not very well known since it is not currently marketed in Finland. The Apple iPad is 
most likely best known and most popular due to its many features and visibility due to mar-
keting. Most will probably want to buy the iPad in the near future, as they are already famili-
ar with it or at least other Apple products. 
 
Nearly all people probably prefer traditional books, and think electronic books should be 
cheaper than traditional books to compensate for the “lack of feel” and obvious savings on 
print and distribution. 
 
Personal computers and smart phones are probably not very enjoyable for electronic reading, 
even though many have used them. Hopefully electronic books make people read more books 
in general (and less or the same on traditional books). 
 
4.4 Objectives of the research 
 
The research aimed to get answers for questions on whether age, gender, occupation and 
language would affect the results, so it was important to receive answers from all groups. 
Also it was interesting to learn whether people who invest more on books are more open 
minded to the concept of electronic books. 
 
Other important aspects to find out were concept awareness and experiences with electronic 
books and reading devices, and how they affect participants’ perception of electronic books 
and buying plans in near future.  
 
4.5 Sampling 
 
Sampling is a useful method of collecting and analyzing data, when it is not possible to reach 
a census (meaning that data would be gathered from every possible member of the popula-
tion). Sampling reduces the need to collect a large number of data by focusing on a smaller 
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group of people, called the sample, and then generalize these results to reflect the entire 
population, at the expense of reliability. (Saunders & co 2009, 210) 
 
Probability sampling is a sampling method where every member of the population would have 
the same known probability of being included in the survey. (Saunders & co 2009, 214). Non-
probability sampling means that the sample is selected in some way, or in other words, some 
members of the population have zero probability of being included in the sample. (Saunders & 
co 2009, 233) 
 
Non-probability sampling was used in the research, in a way that people who never visit Sello 
library had no chance of being included in the sample. This decision was made based on the 
reasoning that members of the sample should have at least some interest in reading books, 
because they visit the library. Similarly, the students should have at least some reason to 
read books, even if just books related to their studies. 
 
Sello library is the most visited library in the Helsinki metropolitan area with approximately 
one million visitors in the year 2010. In Finland, only the Turku City Library has more visitors 
annually. On average, Sello library had 3 250 visitors on Wednesdays in August 2011. Thus, 
based on 100 survey participants, approximately 3 percent of Sello library’s daily visitors on 
Wednesday 31.08.2011 answered the survey. 
 
This represents approximately 0,01 % of the Helsinki Metropolitan Area population (Helsinki, 
Espoo, Vantaa and Kauniainen combined for approximately 1 million inhabitants in 2011). 
(Väestörekisterikeskus 2011) This is interesting to mention, although such generalization is 
not suitable for the research for the reason that not all of those inhabitants were included in 
the sample (people who never visit the Sello library). 
 
4.6 Reliability and validity 
 
As only 100 answers were gathered, the reliability of the study cannot be considered to be 
very good at least within user experience. The main problem with study reliability is that with 
such newly introduced technology, very few of the population had sufficient experience to 
give relevant answers. This is why the survey also asked for assumptions regarding electronic 
readers, what people thought about the main idea. Sello library was chosen for the study in 
hopes of reaching people who are at least interested in books, and might have some idea 
about electronic books. Similarly, younger people and students were mainly targeted because 
they were expected to have some idea about new technology (or at least electronic reading 
with a computer or smart phone), and they presumably read a lot of books relevant to their 
studies. 
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The split in half for exactly 100 answers between males and females is good for comparing 
the results, but otherwise it was not possible to gather equivalent number of answers from all 
consumer groups considering the limited budget and time restraints of the study. Gender 
comparison is easy enough for the purposes of the study, and is something that usually does 
not change in a person’s life (unlike age or employment status). For easier analysis of the 
results, it is convenient that one percent of the results represent one participant, with the 
exception of multi-choice questions 2.8 and 2.9. 
 
The timing could also be questioned, as most of the study was performed during the day time, 
when most full-time employees were not available. Still, answers were gathered from all 
targeted groups and the results are interesting. They give at least some idea to the main pur-
pose of the study. 
 
4.7 Evaluation and criticism 
 
The theoretical framework gives detailed information on the importance of the new market 
opportunities, as well as possibilities enabled by the new technology. The survey can be con-
sidered successful given the difficulty of such a newly established industry in Finland. The 
research method was appropriate and the results are congruent with what could be expected. 
Conclusions and suggestions offer several findings and ideas on how to better reach the target 
customers. Overall, the study can be considered to be successful and the results useful. 
 
Some aspects of the study are open for criticism. One problem with the thesis was that since 
it was done in an extended period of time regarding an industry that is developing constantly. 
For example the Kindle line of electronic reading devices was updated since the start of the 
thesis, and several Finnish book stores have begun stocking electronic books since the start, 
as in late 2010 nearly none had them available. Effort was put to mention these changes in 
the study, but was not been possible to follow all the changes inside the industry. There ap-
pear to be new articles published constantly on electronic books in different economic publi-
cations, often about new developments and possibilities for the industry. After the comple-
tion of the thesis, the industry is likely to have been developed further, and the effects of 
these advances should be considered. However, the general need to read books does not 
change with new technological advances, especially since any major innovation in the indus-
try is not expected to happen any time soon. For example, a color eInk screen has been esti-
mated to be several years from entering mass production. 
 
Another problem is that the scope and reliability of the study was not as wide as possible due 
to time and budget constraints. Some survey questions should have been worded more pre-
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cisely. It was clear that some participants did not fully understand some of the more technic-
al questions which, in a few cases, resulted in leaving questions unanswered or “guessing” an 
answer (such as skipping or choosing the median option on the importance of a 3G network in 
question 4.1). Even though all questions were important to the study, many participants felt 
that the survey took too long to answer and perhaps did not fully concentrate on answering 
all questions. This is however common for many surveys and little can be done to overcome 
such problems. 
 
5 Empirical research 
 
5.1 The case company and situation 
 
This study is conducted to provide consumer information for The Finnish Book Publishers As-
sociation. The Association “monitors its members` copyright interests, represents its mem-
bers in Finland and abroad and works to develop international cooperation in the field. It 
maintains contacts with authorities, organizations and interest groups in the field, distributes 
information, supports research, issues statements and submits initiatives at the national lev-
el”. (The Finnish Book Publishers Association 2011) 
 
The Finnish Book Publishers Association has 100 members that together account for about 80% 
of commercially published titles and over 90% of book sales in Finland. The Association’s 
members publish more than 7,000 titles a year, over half of which are new titles. Total sales 
exceed 250 million Euros a year. (The Finnish Book Publishers Association 2011) 
 
By reacting to the wants and needs of Finnish consumers will hopefully allow Finnish book 
publishers to replicate the success of electronic books that have already been very popular in 
other, mainly larger markets such as the United States, Great Britain, France, and Russia. The 
results of the study should give a better understanding of how to reach the market and serve 
the customers with what they want and how they want. 
 
5.2 SWOT analysis based on the expert interview 
 
A SWOT analysis is a method of assessing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
of a certain project or product. The strengths and weaknesses are considered internal factors 
that a company can influence, while opportunities and threats are external factors that are 
mostly the same for everyone within an industry. (Hollensen 2010, 238) 
 
Based on an interview with Sakari Laiho and Kristiina Markkula SWOT-tables were created for 
electronic and paper books. 
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STRENGTHS: 
-Highly portable, easy to access anywhere 
-Unique, technology-assisted features 
-Lower price point (usually) 
-Practically indestructible 
WEAKNESSES: 
-Less intuitive to use than a paper book 
-Dependent on battery life (although long-
lasting) 
-DRM and other restrictions (usually) 
-Pictures presented only in black & white 
-Possible difficulties with permissions 
-Possible difficulties with digital production 
-VAT 23% (in Finland) 
OPPORTUNITIES: 
-New marketing models 
-Independent/less dependent on production 
-Books available online 24/7, instant delivery 
THREATS: 
-Traditional books still dominant (in Finland) 
-Lack of established user base (in Finland) 
-Lack of promotion (in Finland) 
-Piracy and other unauthorized sharing 
Table 4: Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for electronic books 
 
Table 4 illustrates the SWOT analysis on electronic books. While the weaknesses and threats 
are abundant, the value of strengths and opportunities should be considered, the number of 
factors in itself does not determine a category’s importance. Many of these factors may 
change in the near future for the better, for example the user base is certain to grow in time 
and the product to become better with new innovations. 
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STRENGTHS: 
-Easy and intuitive to use 
-Pre-designed page formatting and style 
-VAT 9% (in Finland) 
WEAKNESSES: 
-Less portable (especially in case of multiple 
books) 
-Subject to wear and tear, destruction 
OPPORTUNITIES: 
-Large established user base 
-Established production lines 
-Promotion by book stores 
THREATS: 
-Electronic books gaining popularity, possibly 
at the expense of traditional books 
-Dependent on production, transportation 
and sales 
-Product may be out of stock 
-Product must be picked up from a store, or 
delivered by post 
Table 5: Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for paper books 
 
Table 5 illustrates the SWOT analysis on traditional paper books, provided here in comparison 
to the SWOT analysis on electronic books (table 4). This product has a long history during 
which it has established itself, however many of these factors have always been present and 
cannot be expected to change. The threats on paper books are plentiful. 
 
5.3 Quantitative study on electronic books and reading devices 
 
5.3.1 Part 1 Personal information 
 
The objective of the first part of the questionnaire was to define personal information of the 
participants to be able to divide them into different segments when analyzing the results. 
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Figure 19: Questions 1.1 and 1.2: Age and gender distribution 
 
The first two questions were used to find out the age and gender distribution. The majority of 
the participants were aged 18-24.  The second biggest group included people aged 25-34. The 
gender distribution was equally divided; a total of 50 males and 50 females answered the 
survey. The proportions were almost identical percentage-wise in all age groups, as figure 19 
shows. 
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Figure 20: Question 1.3: Occupation divided by gender 
 
Third question inquired the occupation of a participant. As figure 20 clearly illustrates nearly 
two thirds of the participants were students, and a major part of them were international 
students because of the two near-by universities of applied sciences, and their recently 
started semesters which allowed the students to get their student bus tickets at the citizen 
service shop located in the library. Participants who were both studying and working part 
time were advised to mark themselves as students. Few participants opted to answer “Oth-
er”, specifying themselves as musicians and such. The low number of fully employed partici-
pants is due to the fact that the questionnaire was conducted between 10.00 and 16.00. 
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Figure 21: Question 1.4: Native language 
 
For question 1.4 regarding participant’s native language, there were given options of Finnish, 
Swedish, English, Russian and Estonian in addition to “Other”, for which the participants were 
able to write another option. Naturally most participants marked Finnish as their native lan-
guage which is indicated with blue color in figure 21. However due to the large number of 
international students vising the library more than a quarter of the participants circled “Oth-
er” as their native language, with more specific answers such as Japanese or Spanish. Options 
“Swedish”, “English”, “Russian” and “Estonian” were all chosen at least once as well. 
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5.3.2 Part 2 Reading and buying habits 
 
In the second part of the questionnaire the participants were asked several questions about 
their reading, borrowing and buying habits regarding books. 
 
 
 
Figure 22: Question 2.1: How often on average do you read books? 
 
Question 2.1 inquired the participants about how often they read books. Obviously libraries 
attract many active readers, but the Sello library also offers many other services and there-
fore has customers that do not necessarily read books that often or even at all. Interestingly 
only half of the participants turned out to be active readers, grabbing a book either on daily 
or weekly basis. 17 % of the participants read books only rarely, or not at all. The gender did 
not seem to be a factor on the participants’ book reading frequencies, as figure 22 shows. 
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Figure 23: How often on average do you buy books? 
 
Question 2.2 handled participants’ book buying frequencies, which can be seen in figure 23. It 
could be assumed that people who use library services do not necessarily buy books often. 
This assumption was to certain extent proven true as options “Daily” and “Weekly” were not 
very popular while 55 % of the participants circled either “At least once a year” or “Less of-
ten/never”.  Between the two categories female participants seemed to choose the former 
more often, and male participants the latter more often. 43 % of the participants were 
somewhat active book buyers, with options “Monthly” and “Once in three months” receiving 
21 and 22 per cent of the votes, respectively. Between the more active buyers there once 
again were no noticeable differences between genders. 
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Figure 24: Question 2.3: How often do you borrow books from a library? 
 
For question 2.3 the participants were asked about their book borrowing habits. While one, a 
female participant admitted to borrow library books on a daily basis, 55 % of the participants 
turned out to be active library goers, borrowing books either weekly or monthly. For both of 
these options men ranked a bit higher than women. 22 per cent of the participants were not 
active borrowers, choosing either “At least once a year” or “Less often/never”. Figure 24 
illustrates the results. 
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Figure 25: Question 2.4: Where do you most often buy books? 
 
Question 2.4 (see figure 25) aimed to find out where participants most often buy their books. 
There were two clear favorites: traditional book store chains for 49 per cent and online stores 
for 27 per cent. Interestingly the female participants seemed to lean more towards the tradi-
tional book store chains and the male towards online stores. Second hand stores also received 
a notable ten per cent and boutique shops 8 per cent. Super markets were the least popular 
choice. 
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Figure 26: Question 2.5: How much do you on average spend on a book? 
 
Question 2.5 (see figure 26) inquired participants spending on books in terms of book prices. 
While different options ranging from less than 10 Euros to 30-50 Euros all received notable 
percentages, the most popular price range turned out to be 10-20 euros, which accounted for 
51 per cent of the answers. Interestingly this was option was almost 50 per cent more popular 
among male than female participants. Options “Less than 10 Euros” and “20-30 Euros” both 
received identical 18 per cent with no real differences gender-wise. Options “30-50 Euros” 
and “50 Euros or more” were less popular in general, but clearly dominated by female partic-
ipants. 
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Figure 27: Question 2.6: How much would you guess you spend on books in a year? 
 
Question 2.6 (see figure 27) queried for participants’ estimations on how much they spend 
money on books in a year. Huge majority, 62 % of the participants, chose either “20-50 Euros” 
or “50-100 Euros”. Not one participant spends more than 500 Euros while 8 per cent – 4 males 
and 4 females - spends 250-500. 17 % of the participants, including both men and women, 
spends 100-250 Euros in a year. The biggest division between genders was seen within the 
option “Less than 20 Euros”, where men far outweighed women. 13 % percent chose this op-
tion, and of them most were men. 
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Figure 28: Question 2.7: Would you buy books more often if they were priced lower? 
 
Question 2.7 (see figure 28) aimed to find out how prices affect how much participants buy 
books. More than half of the participants answered that they would be more books were the 
prices lower. This 52 % consisted of an equal number of men and women. 34 % answered 
“Maybe”. This answer was a bit more popular among female participants. Of the 14 % that 
answered “No” women were a clear minority. 
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Figure 29: Question 2.8: Where do you find information about books? 
 
Question 2.8 surveyed the participants about where they look for information about books. 
Each participant was supposed to circle two most important options, although not everyone 
did. As figure 29 indicates, the most popular option by far turned out to be “Internet 
sources”, which received votes from 59 participants. None of the other options, “Friends”; 
“Magazines”; “Online bookstores” and “Traditional bookstores”, stood out, each receiving 
between 16 and 25 votes. 
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Figure 30: Question 2.9: What types of books do you read? 
 
Question 2.9 (see figure 30) listed 9 different genres. Participants were asked to choose 3 
genres that they read the most. Two genres very considerably more popular than others, with 
“Fiction” receiving 59 selections and “Study books/Educational” 61 selections, due to the 
high number of students within the participants. The least popular genre was “Do-it-
yourself”, but besides it the remaining genres all received selections in the range of 10 to 23. 
Option “Food and drinks” was only popular among female participants. 
 
5.3.3 Part 3 Electronic book awareness and experience 
 
In part 3 the survey seeks information about the participants’ awareness and experience re-
garding electronic books and reading devices.  
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Figure 31: Question 3.1: How aware are you of the concept of electronic books and readers? 
 
Question 3.1 (see figure 31) aimed to explore the participants’ knowledge and experience 
with electronic books and reading devices. 12 per cent, including 5 female participants, 
owned an electronic reading device. 28 had experience in using an electronic reader. One 
third of this group consisted of women. 60 % of the participants, and even a bigger proportion 
of the female participants, had no experience using an electronic reader, and 20 per cent 
were not aware of the concept. If the participant had not tried or was not aware of the con-
cept of electronic books, they were asked to skip to question 4.1. 
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Figure 32: Question 3.2: Which of the following devices have you used the most? 
 
Question 3.2 (see figure 32) asked the participants to name the device that they have mainly 
used to read an electronic book. The options included the most popular tablets, PC/laptop, 
smart phones in general, Amazon Kindle and “Other eReading device”, which includes all 
different reading devices that are mainly for reading electronic books. The most popular op-
tion was iPad, but PC/laptop or smart phones were also chosen by many participants. Only 
two participants were most familiar with Amazon Kindle, while five participants answered 
“Other eReading device”. 
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Figure 33: Question 3.3: Have you tried transferring electronic books into an electronic read-
er? If yes, how? 
 
In question 3.3 (see figure 33) participants were asked to tell about their experiences of 
transferring electronic books into an electronic reading device. This question received a satis-
factory response rate of 42 %, which largely consisted of male participants. 20 % of the partic-
ipants - again mostly men - had downloaded electronic books from the Internet. 6 % had 
downloaded electronic books using built-in WiFi or 3G connection. Only one participant had 
tried transferring books into an electronic reader at a book store. 15 % of the participants 
answered that they have not tried transferring electronic books in to an electronic reading 
device. 
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Figure 34: Question 3.4: Based on your experience with the device that you are most familiar 
with, how would you describe the process of transferring e-books into an e-reader? 
 
For question 3.4 the participants were asked to evaluate their experiences of transferring 
books into a reading device, regardless of which reading device or devices they have used. 
Interestingly a drastically lower percentage of the participants, only 28 %, answered this 
question than the last question. As can be seen in figure 34, 21 % of the participants answered 
that the process was both easy and quick. A couple of votes went to options “Easy but time 
consuming” and “Difficult but eventually quick”. No one viewed the process to be “Difficult 
and time consuming”. Most of the participants that answered this question were male. 
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Figure 35: Question 3.5: Based on your experience with the device that you are most familiar 
with, how would you describe the use of e-readers? 
 
In question 3.5 (see figure 35) participants were asked to evaluate the reading experience 
that they have encountered with the device they are most familiar with. 38 % of the partici-
pants answered this question, of which most were male. 25 % of the participants thought that 
the device they have experience with is easy to use and reading with the device is enjoyable. 
11 % of the participants felt that the reading device is easy to use but reading is not enjoya-
ble. 2 % answered that the reading device is difficult to use but reading is enjoyable. None of 
the participants felt that the device would be difficult to use and reading not enjoyable. 
 
Questions 3.6 and 3.7 asked for the positives and negative sides of electronic books and read-
ers. What was considered positive was that electronic readers were light-weight, and easy to 
carry large selection of books in the device, ease of use and accessibility, and large range of 
content available on the Internet. Availability of free books was also valued. 
 
The most common criticism was that electronic books lacked the feel of traditional paper 
books. Many participants preferred to own a physical version of a book instead of a file on a 
computer. The LCD screens of computers, smart phones and tablets also made the eyes sore 
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and people did not want to read for long periods of time. Battery life was also a concern for 
some. Reliance on the Internet was also a concern, and the fact that electronic books were 
divided between different formats. Another concern was that if a reading device would break 
would they still own the books. 
 
5.3.4 Part 4 Features of the devices and pricing of the electronic books 
 
 
Table 6: The importance of different features of a reading device: overall statistics 
 
The overall statistics (see table 4) show that the most important features are mobility, rea-
dability, ease of use and battery life, followed by price, so factors contributing to how plea-
sant the device is to use should not be compromised for a lower price. Free content is consi-
dered more important than content for sale. Multimedia is considered least important, which 
goes to show that consumers really would like to have a device for reading purposes and not 
so much a multi-purpose device with compromises on readability. Nine percent did not mark 
any meaning to a 3G-network, possibly because they did not know what the meaning of a 3G-
network is. 
  
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 97 95 95 93 94 95 95 96 91 97 97 95
Missing 3 5 5 7 6 5 5 4 9 3 3 5
3,99 4,15 4,05 4,12 4,02 3,37 3,26 3,78 3,20 2,68 3,74 3,08
4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 2,00 4,00 3,00
Statistics - Overall
 
N
Mean
Median
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Table 7: The importance of different features of a reading device: male participants 
 
 
Table 8: The importance of different features of a reading device: female participants 
 
Women were more demanding on all features, expect multimedia. While differences are 
small, men do consider the price the most important factor, while women rate price only as 
the fifth most important factor. Readability, mobility, ease of use and battery life are consi-
derably more important for women. Tables 5 and 6 display statistical information about male 
and female participants. 
  
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 48 48 47 47 47 48 47 48 46 48 48 48
Missing 2 2 3 3 3 2 3 2 4 2 2 2
3,96 3,90 3,79 3,74 3,83 3,29 3,09 3,52 3,17 2,75 3,63 3,06
4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00
 
N
Mean
Median
Statistics - Male
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 49 47 48 46 47 47 48 48 45 49 49 47
Missing 1 3 2 4 3 3 2 2 5 1 1 3
4,02 4,40 4,31 4,50 4,21 3,45 3,44 4,04 3,22 2,61 3,86 3,11
4,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 4,00 3,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 2,00 4,00 3,00
N
Mean
Median
Statistics - Female
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Table 9: The importance of different features of a reading device: participants aged 24 or 
younger 
 
Table 10: The importance of different features of a reading device: participants aged 25-44 
 
Table 11: The importance of different features of a reading device: participants aged 45 and 
older 
 
As can be expected, tables 7, 8 and 9 above show that younger people care more about price 
than older people, presumably due to lower income. Free content is very important to older 
people, perhaps because they are used to borrowing books from a library due to the location 
where the research was done. Interestingly the size of the screen is most important to partic-
ipants who are 45 years old or older. They also seem to appreciate free content more than 
younger participants. 
  
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 49 48 48 47 48 47 49 49 48 49 49 48
Missing 2 3 3 4 3 4 2 2 3 2 2 3
4,14 4,06 4,04 4,00 4,06 3,19 2,92 3,65 2,98 2,39 3,67 2,90
4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 2,00 4,00 3,00
Statistics - Ages up to 24
 
N
Mean
Median
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 33 32 33 31 32 33 31 32 29 33 33 32
Missing 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 1 4 0 0 1
3,91 4,25 4,03 4,19 4,00 3,36 3,65 3,69 3,17 2,91 3,64 3,50
4,00 5,00 4,00 5,00 4,00 3,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00
Statistics - Ages between 25 - 44
 
N
Mean
Median
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 15 15 14 15 14 15 15 15 14 15 15 15
Missing 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
3,67 4,20 4,14 4,33 3,93 3,93 3,60 4,40 4,00 3,13 4,20 2,80
3,00 5,00 4,50 5,00 5,00 4,00 4,00 5,00 4,50 3,00 4,00 3,00Median
Statistics - Ages 45 and above
 
N
Mean
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Table 12: The importance of different features of a reading device: students 
 
Table 13: The importance of different features of a reading device: employed 
 
Table 14: The importance of different features of a reading device: unemployed or retired 
 
The division by occupation, as seen in tables 10, 11 and 12 confirms unsurprising links be-
tween age and occupation. 49 percent of the participants were aged 24 or younger, and thus 
the results between the two groups are similar. The participants that fall into category “un-
employed or retired” seem to weigh purchasable content the least and likewise free content 
the most. Surprisingly price seems to be almost equally important for both groups. 
  
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 61 59 60 58 59 59 60 60 57 61 61 59
Missing 2 4 3 5 4 4 3 3 6 2 2 4
4,10 4,05 3,93 4,03 4,02 3,17 3,15 3,67 3,12 2,61 3,59 3,15
4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 2,00 4,00 3,00
Mean
Median
Statistics - Students
 
N
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 22 22 22 21 22 22 21 22 21 22 22 22
Missing 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
3,82 4,36 4,18 4,29 4,09 3,59 3,33 3,77 3,10 2,64 3,95 3,05
4,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 2,00 4,00 3,00
Statistics - Employed (full- or part-time)
 
N
Mean
Median
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 12 12 11 12 11 12 12 12 11 12 12 12
Missing 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
3,92 4,17 4,27 4,33 4,00 3,75 3,50 4,25 3,73 3,08 4,08 2,67
4,00 4,50 4,00 5,00 4,00 3,50 3,50 4,00 4,00 3,00 4,00 2,50Median
Statistics - Unemployed or retired
 
N
Mean
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Table 15: The importance of different features of a reading device: Finnish native language 
 
Table 16: The importance of different features of a reading device: Native language other 
than Finnish 
 
Tables 13 and 14 show the results when the participants are divided between those whose 
native language is Finnish and those who has any other as their native language. The results 
are quite different. Native Finnish speakers consider color screen to be unimportant while 
participants with any other native language consider color screen to be one of the more im-
portant features. The Finns value readability and mobility considerably more than those with 
other native languages. The latter group sees 3G as quite an important feature whereas na-
tive Finns do not. 
 
 
Table 17: The importance of different features of a reading device: owners of iPad or Galaxy 
tab 
 
Table 18: The importance of different features of a reading device: owners of Kindle or 
another reading device 
 
Tables 15 and 16 show results for participants that own a tablet or a reading device. Not sur-
prisingly tablet computer owners place more emphasis on multimedia features, touch and 
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 65 63 64 63 62 63 63 64 62 65 65 64
Missing 1 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 4 1 1 2
4,03 4,38 4,13 4,38 4,18 3,40 3,03 3,84 2,98 2,58 3,83 3,09
4,00 5,00 4,00 5,00 4,50 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00 2,00 4,00 3,00
Mean
Median
Statistics - Finnish language
 
N
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 32 32 31 30 32 32 32 32 29 32 32 31
Missing 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 2 5 2 2 3
3,91 3,69 3,90 3,57 3,72 3,31 3,72 3,66 3,66 2,88 3,56 3,06
4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 4,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 3,50 3,00Median
Statistics - Languages other than Finnish
 
N
Mean
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 16 16 15 15 16 16 15 16 15 16 16 16
Missing 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
4,25 4,44 4,20 4,27 4,56 3,81 3,40 3,94 3,13 2,94 4,06 3,44
4,00 5,00 4,00 4,00 5,00 3,50 3,00 4,00 3,00 3,00 4,00 3,00
Statistics - iPad or Galaxy Tab owners
 
N
Mean
Median
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 6 6 5 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 6
Missing 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
3,83 4,33 3,80 4,33 4,17 3,20 2,17 3,67 2,33 1,50 4,00 2,83
4,00 5,00 4,00 4,50 4,50 3,00 2,00 3,50 2,00 1,00 4,00 3,00
Statistics - Kindle or other electronic reader owners
 
N
Mean
Median
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color screen, and a 3G network. Interestingly, tablet owners are more price-conscious that 
electronic reader owners, even though tablets are more expensive devices than electronic 
readers. Surprisingly those participants who own a Kindle or another electronic reading device 
do not seem to value the 3G connection, which allows the user to wirelessly browse the web 
stores and download electronic books, in Amazon’s case completely free of charge. Tablet 
owners rated the 3G a bit higher, even though with tablets the user needs to get a 3G sub-
scription with which the prices vary, but which is in no case free. 
 
 
Table 19: The importance of different features of a reading device: participants who are 
planning of buying or considering buying a device for reading purposes 
 
Table 17 shows the results for those participants who are planning to purchase a device for 
reading purposes or are considering that as a possibility. Results indicate that they are likely 
looking for functionality and large screen and consider free content important. Color screen, 
multimedia features and content for sale are less important factors. 
Price Mobility
Ease of 
use
Read-
ability
Battery 
life
Touch 
screen
Color 
screen
Size of 
screen
3G-
network
Multi-
media
Free 
content
Content 
for sale
Valid 43 42 41 41 42 42 42 42 40 43 43 42
Missing 2 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 5 2 2 3
4,00 4,52 4,32 4,34 4,14 3,64 3,43 4,07 3,50 2,95 3,88 3,14
4,00 5,00 5,00 4,00 4,50 3,50 3,00 4,00 4,00 3,00 4,00 3,00
 
N
Mean
Median
Statistics - Plan to buy or maybe will buy a device for reading purposes
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Figure 36: Question 4.2: How much should an electronic book cost in comparison to a paper 
book? 
 
In question 4.2 (see figure 36) participants were asked to share their views on how electronic 
books should be priced in comparison to paper books. Almost half of the participants thought 
that an electronic book should cost significantly less than the paper version of the same book. 
26 % of the participants thought that electronic books should cost slightly less than paper 
books. 17 % thought that there should not be any difference between the prices of electronic 
and paper versions of a book. 7 % answered that electronic books should cost slightly more, 
while 3 % thought that electronic books should cost significantly more. 
 
Question 4.3 was an open question in which people were asked to explain their answer to the 
previous question. The most obvious result was that people are very price-conscious and they 
feel that electronic books should be slightly cheaper or significantly cheaper because the 
production expenses are considered to be lower due to no printing costs. People wanted to 
own something physical and some were concerned that they would lose ownership of elec-
tronic books if the files would be lost. The participants who thought that electronic books 
should cost slightly more or significantly more than the paper versions believed that an elec-
tronic book could offer valuable new features (for example an built-in dictionary), they do 
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not take physical space, are easy to carry, and do not decrease in value over time. Other 
reasoning was that publishers and authors should still receive a fair compensation for their 
work to ensure the continuation of quality and development. 
 
5.3.5 Future plans regarding electronic books 
 
 
Figure 37: Question 5.1: How do you think reading electronic books would affect how much 
you read paper books? 
 
In Question 5.1 (see figure 37) participants were asked to consider how reading electronic 
books might affect how much they read paper books. 63 % suspected that reading electronic 
books would be additional to their reading of paper books and thus would not affect it. 32 % 
of the participants thought that reading electronic books would result in reading less paper 
books. Interestingly the former option was more popular among female participants and the 
latter among male participants. A small number of 5 % of the participants thought that read-
ing electronic books would lead to them reading even more paper books also. 
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Figure 38: Question 5.2: How do you think reading electronic books would affect how much 
you read in general? 
 
In question 5.2 (see figure 38) participants were asked to evaluate how much reading elec-
tronic books might affect how much they read in general. A clear majority of 57 %, consisting 
of almost equal parts of male and female participants, thought that reading electronic books 
would not affect how much they read in general, indicating that electronic books would thus 
replace paper books. 29 % of the participants guessed that reading electronic books would 
make them read a somewhat more in general than they read now. A small but not insignifi-
cant group, 14 % answered that reading electronic books would increase their reading activi-
ties substantially. 
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Figure 39: Question 5.3: Do you plan on buying an electronic reader or another device for 
book reading purposes in near future? 
 
In question 5.3 participants were asked to tell whether they are planning to buy an electronic 
reader or another device for book reading purposes in near future. The participants were also 
asked to write down which device they are planning to buy. As figure 39 shows, a little more 
than half of the participants were not planning to buy any device for book reading purposes. 
28 % of the participants were uncertain of both whether they were going to buy a device or 
not and which device to buy. 3 % were considering the possibility of buying an iPad, and 2 % 
the possibility of buying a Kindle. 5 % were certain that they are going to buy a device but 
were uncertain of which device to buy. 1 % was planning to buy a Kindle, and 6 % were plan-
ning to buy an iPad.  
 
In question 5.4 participants were asked to explain their answers to the previous question. 
Most were reluctant to buy an electronic reader because they had no experience or know-
ledge of electronic readers, readers were considered too expensive, and people preferred to 
read traditional books. The iPad was the most popular choice in future purchases, many al-
ready owned a previous version of the iPad and were planning to buy the new version when it 
becomes available. The Kindle was considered because the screen was viewed to be excellent 
or very good, and many said that the Kindle screen is much better than what they would ex-
pect. All in all, price was a big factor in plans of purchase. Many are still waiting for electron-
ic reading devices to develop further, but it was not specified what factors they expect to see 
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in the future. Many who plan to buy want to consider the options and familiarize themselves 
with the technology. 
 
6 Conclusions 
 
The purpose of the thesis was to get a picture of how the electronic books are perceived in 
the Helsinki metropolitan area at this time. The survey confirmed many previous assumptions 
but also gave good information about people’s awareness, needs and wants regarding elec-
tronic books and reading devices.  
 
While the participants generally were not experienced with the concept of electronic books, 
the survey definitely served a purpose as it gave information about what people think and 
why, despite whether they have a realistic view of electronic books and reading devices. 
 
 
6.1 Findings 
 
The main finding was the fact that a large majority of the participants are simply not aware 
of the electronic reading devices available in the market, as was predicted. Many had false 
presumptions. Those considered electronic reading devices to be more or less like a tablet 
computer with a bright display, and that reading an electronic book would be stressing to 
eyes similar to using a computer at work or studies. Some presumed that electronic books 
would be read using their desktop or laptop computer. Nearly all who had actually seen and 
used an eInk-device have said that the screen is much better than what they would have ex-
pected. 
 
Positive first impressions from reading devices are critical to make electronic readers attrac-
tive to the consumers. However the BeBook reading devices in the library did not leave the 
best impression. In comparison to Amazon Kindle the screen was not very sharp, and there 
was an obvious delay when turning pages. This kind of experience will likely affect the con-
sumers’ buying decisions concerning electronic reading devices and books. Book stores could 
also benefit from making their electronic books and readers more visible to the customers. 
 
From this it is easy to make a conclusion that the technology needs to be marketed a lot more 
effectively in order to raise awareness and make consumers realize what electronic reading 
devices really can offer. Only then can consumers start assessing the prices and other fea-
tures of the devices in a realistic fashion. Price level of the electronic books was also consi-
dered a major problem, but in order to sell the books cheaper people must first start buying 
the reading devices. It is somewhat of a paradox that people are reluctant to buy reading 
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devices before prices of electronic books are reduced, however stores are reluctant to sell 
them for a lesser price, at least before sales volumes are greater. 
 
6.2 Suggestions 
 
The electronic form of books should utilize all the technological possibilities, and remove 
barriers that are not essential to make the user experience different from traditional books in 
a positive manner. Book publishers should focus on making electronic books accessible and 
enjoyable by using correct formatting and linking, among other features. At the same time 
barriers such as copy protection should be minimized. This requires trust from the publisher’s 
point of view that people will not make illegal copies of the electronic book, but perhaps this 
risk is worth taking if electronic book do not otherwise gain popularity. Those who want books 
for free are always able to borrow them from libraries, friends or family members, and are 
not that likely to buy many books in any way, and traditional books are not immune to piracy 
in forms of scanning and photo copying. Another way to consider it would be that perhaps 
sales lost to illegal copying could be compensated by sales gained from a wider range of cus-
tomers. 
 
The processes of buying the books and transferring them to electronic reading devices should 
become so easy that it does not require anything more than what buying a paper book re-
quires. Different formats, copy protection and system requirements only add to a more diffi-
cult user experience. Consumers should not worry whether their desktop computer is fast 
enough to run a specific program, which operates only in a foreign language, in order to 
transfer books that they have bought online from their computer to a reading device. One 
possible reason for the Kindle’s success could be that no computer is needed to purchase 
books, as the book purchasing is done with the Kindle’s built in access to the web store, using 
a Wi-Fi or 3G Internet connection. Book stores that want to emphasize trained customer ser-
vice could transfer the book in the store for the customer and show how its features are used 
on the device owned by the customer. Discussions with different book store staff in the capi-
tol area showed that the staff is not very knowledgeable about electronic books and readers. 
 
One idea that might help to get consumers interested in electronic books could be to offer 
electronic books for free or for a small extra cost for those who buy the book in traditional 
form. The movie industry is known to use a similar concept, where a buyer of a DVD or Bluray 
movie also receives the right to download the same movie or watch it online by streaming. 
 
Upon purchase of a traditional paper book, the customer would be also able to download the 
electronic version of the same book from or have it sent to their email address. The reasoning 
is that the consumer is unlikely to buy the same product twice especially at full price, but 
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when both formats are produced, the customer can decide in which form they want to use it 
at any time. For example, they could read the traditional book at home, but take the book in 
electronic form in the reading device when they leave their house. This would provide addi-
tional value to the customer and could justify paying a slightly higher price for the benefits of 
both formats. 
 
New distribution channels can be used with the digitalization of books, such as the aforemen-
tioned Spotify-service for music. Spotify customers have unlimited access to a large database 
of commercial music, but pay a monthly fee for using the service, and/or receive advertise-
ments as a part of the service. Libraries could offer electronic books to be borrowed through 
the Internet at all times. 
 
Fiction books are currently best-suited for electronic readers, as they are popular with most 
market segments, there is a wide range of them and they are read linearly from start to finish 
at the consumers leisure time. Study books are problematic with the current reading devices 
as usually the user reads only portions of the book at once and jumps from one section to 
another, and make annotations and underline text. Although the search functions, bookmarks 
and ability to save text can be useful in electronic books. Comic books and other types of 
books that consist of plenty of pictures are good for tablet computers, but so far not for the 
black and white screen of electronic readers. 
 
Free, out of copyright books are not utilized enough in the marketing of reading devices. If 
consumers were told that by purchasing a reading device they would gain access to thousands 
of free classic books, the purchase would seem more appealing. Once the consumers are used 
to reading classics from an electronic reader and have found the experience enjoyable, they 
are more likely to purchase additional content of their interest. The downside is that book 
stores may lose in the sales of traditional classic books. 
 
The study shows that the majority of the participants had no experience of electronic read-
ers. While there are a few electronic reading devices available for borrowing at the Sello 
library and the biggest traditional book stores offer some devices for a try, the reading devic-
es are not brought to the main stream public’s attention in general. There were many partic-
ipants who after filling the survey had a look at an Amazon Kindle reading device and were 
positively surprised about how easy and enjoyable the screen was to look at. Several partici-
pants complained about how they are looking at a computer screen for hours every day and 
do not want to continue doing that outside their work, but had not realized that a screen that 
uses the electronic ink technology creates an experience very similar to a real book. This 
clearly shows how unaware people are about the technology that is used to read electronic 
books. 
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Purchasing an electronic reading device is not a relevant idea to most participants, as the 
advantages of the format are not clear. There has been little incentive to pay over a hundred 
Euros for a reading device when the electronic books are priced as high as paper books, and 
at times even higher. The investment on an electronic reader should pay off in some concrete 
way to the customer, either by cheaper books, free classic books, or a better reading expe-
rience. In addition, the average consumer should not have to worry about learning to use the 
new technology, but the user interface should be as easy and intuitive as possible. The touch 
screen interface of the iPad is a good example of intuitive design in comparison to pressing a 
button on the Kindle, although it can be assumed that there will be many devices with elec-
tronic ink screens that can be controlled by touch in near future, such as Amazon’s Kindle 
Touch, which was released November 21 2011 in the United States (European release date is 
yet to be announced). 
 
Tablet computers like iPad and Galaxy Tab are seen sometimes as rivals for electronic reading 
devices, but they seem to be attractive for the participants for reasons other than the read-
ing of electronic books. As concluded by the research of J.P. Morgan, the same customer 
might well own both a Kindle and an iPad, for different purposes. Because electronic books 
have not been actively marketed by the traditional book store chains, it was not surprising 
that only one participant had actually transferred a book to their reader in a store. Most of 
the participants that had experience with electronic reading devices find them easy to use. 
However, this might be for that the early adopters are more willing to learn about new tech-
nologies or have more technological ability than the average consumer. 
 
The price point of electronic books is the most visible and important issue for most custom-
ers. They see the reduced publishing costs for the publishers, but not the more complex rea-
sons behind setting the price. They feel that the electronic book is an inferior product due to 
the “lack of feel” and the logical way to compensate for it would be a lower price.  
 
A few participants are ready to pay more for an electronic book due to the added value of the 
electronic form, such as multimedia features, the use of built in encyclopedia and dictionary, 
and the fact that an electronic book takes no physical space. These features should be taken 
advantage of in future promotion and communicated to the average consumer. 
 
While technology has enabled people to enjoy movies, Internet and video games and even do 
work with portable devices, reading has more competition in terms of people’s activities, 
especially while on the move. It is important to promote new ways to enjoy books and inte-
grate them closer to our technology-oriented lifestyle. One example would be that people 
could easily share clippings (segments of text) and annotations with their friends and families 
through e-mail or social media, such as Facebook and Twitter.  
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Advertisements of books could also be done in new ways. For example if a person is watching 
a certain movie or playing a video game on the Internet, they might be interested to read 
books on the same subject. Similarly, Amazon sells an advertisement-enabled Kindle for a 
lesser price in the United States. Online customer databases can also be used to promote 
certain books to selected target audiences based on their previous behavior, given that the 
customers allow such data to be gathered. Also with electronic books online book stores 
should practice “one-click”-advertisements, where a customer sees an advertisement of an 
interesting book online, and by clicking the banner or link is directed to the online store’s 
shopping cart interface.  
 
7 Theoretical linkage 
 
7.1 Blue ocean strategy and disruptive innovation 
 
Even though the study proves that the electronic book industry is very new to Finland, it does 
show that there is base for growth. This is further confirmed by the fact that book stores have 
begun stocking electronic books, and publishers started to publish Finnish books in electronic 
form. Therefore the elements mentioned in the theoretical framework are relevant and im-
portant to understand, as they allow the creation of a successful marketing strategy. 
 
The survey shows that people who buy books are also interested in buying electronic books, 
as long as their wants and needs are met. Therefore the theories of blue ocean and disruptive 
innovation would seem to apply for the electronic book industry, particularly in Finland. 
 
7.2 Marketing mix 
 
Especially the marketing mix is an essential theory within electronic books as none of the four 
P’s is clearly defined at this time. The product can be any electronic book of any genre or 
language, and the quality of the product can differ greatly. Currently the price is only slightly 
cheaper on electronic books compared to paper books, but at least the prices of reading de-
vices are prone to go down. Taxation in Finland can influence the pricing. 
 
Place can be online through a computer, at a brick and mortar book store, or straight from 
the retailer’s database to the reading device wirelessly. Preferably all those options should be 
quick, easy and available. Promotion in Finland leaves a lot to be desired, as discovered in 
the survey most people are not familiar with electronic books. Many book stores have elec-
tronic books on sale, but they are not particularly well promoted. It seems that they are only 
sold to those who have a great enough interest towards electronic books to search for infor-
mation about them themselves. 
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7.3 Porter’s five forces model 
 
Regarding Porter’s five forces model, the threat of new entrants in the electronic book busi-
ness is high, as not a great deal is required to set up an Internet store for the sales of elec-
tronic books. In the case of Elisa, they already have an advantage in that they do not sell 
traditional books at all, and thus they are not concerned with the sales of traditional books. 
Additionally, they have succeeded in negotiating exclusive agreements for some books. 
 
Bargaining power of buyers is great, in that as the survey shows most people have not yet 
bought electronic books, and demand certain things to happen before they will do so. This 
has so far limited the success of electronic books in Finland, and the bargaining power of 
suppliers is low. The supply is easy enough to produce, but their appeal has been limited and 
they are still searching for ways to grow and penetrate the market. 
 
Threat of substitute products remains existent, as most participants consider traditional 
books to be the preferred format. Advantages of electronic books are not well communicated 
to consumers. Similarly, those using computers, tablets computer or smart phones to read 
books, may be distracted by their multimedia features and prefer to watch videos or play 
games instead. 
 
7.4 Porter’s diamond of national advantage model 
 
In the Finnish market, there are plenty of talented authors, skilled publishers and information 
technology infrastructure that form the factor conditions that make producing and distribut-
ing electronic books possible. Demand for electronic books exists, but is not yet significant. 
Many consumers demand a better product first, and hopefully their demand can drive the 
industry to evolve. 
 
In related and supporting industries, so far no Finnish companies are producing electronic 
reading devices (save for Nokia’s smart phones), however many publishers and stores work 
together in creating and selling content. Firm strategy, structure and rivalry measures how 
companies are managed in terms of future success in the electronic book industry. 
 
Additional conditions on the diamond model are government, measuring how the government 
can influence the industry by laws and regulations, and chance, meaning factors that cannot 
be influenced. In the electronic book industry, the government could make a difference by 
setting the value added tax of electronic book on the same level as it is on traditional books 
(currently 23 percent value added tax on electronic books, 9 percent value added tax on tra-
ditional books). One reason the Finnish government might not want to reduce the taxation is 
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Finland’s reliance on paper industry, so they might want to protect it. Chance matters, for 
example in a way that how foreign managed, international companies such as Amazon, Boo-
keen, Sony, Google, Apple and others can create and market products and services that make 
electronic reading more interesting for Finnish customers. 
 
7.5 Product life cycle 
 
Based on the product life cycle theory, electronic books and readers are still at the introduc-
tion phase. In the United States electronic books have reached the growth phase. Many com-
panies have launched their own electronic reading devices, the technology has evolved to 
become very accessible, as well as the prices that have gone down. In the United States and 
the United Kingdom, the sales of electronic books clearly indicate that many already own an 
electronic reader. 
 
The Finnish electronic book industry is still not nearly as successful as that of the United 
States, but due to recent marketing pushes by Akateeminen Kirjakauppa, Elisa and Suomalai-
nen Kirjakauppa, electronic reading devices are now targeted towards mass consumers. The 
business should reach maturity when a majority of sold books are in electronic form, and de-
cline is not likely to be seen in the near future with currently existing technology. The lack of 
a color screen and confusion regarding the file format and DRM still show that the technology 
can evolve further. 
 
7.6 Previous studies 
 
Studies conducted in the United States market offer ideas on how and whom electronic books 
could be marketed to. There is no reason why similar success would not be possible in Fin-
land, if only the product can be marketed correctly, especially to women and elder people. 
Language and purchasing provide the biggest challenges at the moment in Finland.  
 
In the United States tablet computers and reading devices are clearly marketed for different 
purposes, and a similar approach could work in Finland. At the moment Finnish consumers 
tend to think that tablet computers and electronic reading devices are alternative products, 
instead of complementary products. 
 
7.7 Evaluation of the chosen theoretical background 
 
The classic theories chosen for the study apply also for the electronic book business. Even 
though the industry is changing most of the factors within the business remain the same, and 
therefore these theories remain important. 
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Because the industry is changing, new theories were also needed to approach the subject. 
Blue ocean strategy and disruptive innovation were chosen to provide a more unique ap-
proach to the research problem. 
 
Blue ocean strategy explains the steps on how companies can reach for new, uncontested 
market space. Disruptive innovation describes the importance of future markets, explaining 
the consequences for those who actively reach out for the market, and those that do not. 
These approaches are particularly important because of the reluctance of Finnish book stores 
to stock and promote electronic books and reading devices until late 2010, and the promotion 
remains lackluster even as of late 2011. While these theories are slightly overlapping, it is 
important to consider both approaches to the subject. 
 
Overall, the theoretical framework can be considered relevant in regards of the empirical 
research and some answers to the research problem were found. 
 
8 Summary 
 
In many ways, the philosophy of Project Gutenberg has not yet been fully materialized, even 
though the technology has existed for quite some time. In order to spread interest in books 
and general literacy, electronic books should cost as little as possible and should be as ac-
cessible as possible, in formats that could be read by nearly any device. All of these issues 
remain in the electronic book industry today that limits their mainstream appeal.  
 
Robert Coover’s predictions of hypertext, where text is not necessarily read linearly, and 
where readers become authors as well, constructing the narratives as they desire, and creat-
ing their own versions of texts that are never read the same way twice, are yet to become 
reality, at least for the mainstream reader. After nearly two decades, Coover’s vision of all 
reading devices having a common and consistent language is yet to be realized. 
 
At least in the near future, it is unlikely that electronic books will eliminate the need for 
traditional books, even if the demand for electronic books is increasing. It is more likely that 
both of these formats can co-exist, utilizing their unique advantages over the other. It is im-
portant to give people the power of choice over the separate formats and allow both formats 
to be the best they can be. Eventually consumers will decide just how popular each format 
will be. Certainly the increased opportunities and raised interest towards reading in general 
will benefit everyone. 
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Electronic books in Finland are still a new concept for most consumers, but the possibilities of 
the market should not be underestimated. A company that is able to reach the consumers and 
offer electronic books in a superior way can win a sizeable market share in this new industry. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1. Interview with Sakari Laiho and Kristiina Markkula 
 
Mitkä ovat roolinne viestinnän keskusliitossa ja kustannusyhdistyksessä lyhyesti kerrottuna? 
 
Kristiina Markkula, Viestinnän keskusliiton projektijohtaja: Vastaan muun muassa eReading-
projekteista. 
 
Sakari Laiho, Suomen kustannusyhdistyksen johtaja: Tehtävään kuuluu lainsäädännöllinen 
edunvalvonta sekä alan tietojen jakaminen. Tätä ennen toimin kymmenen vuotta 
kustantajana. 
 
Miten teidän mielestänne suomalaiset kuluttajat ovat tähän mennessä ottaneet sähkökirjat 
vastaan? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Vielä ei ole kovin suurta menestystä tapahtunut, ala on alkutekijöissään. 
Vuoden 2010 syksyllä Akateeminen kirjakauppa avasi Suomessa ensimmäisen sähköisten 
kirjojen kirjakaupan. Mutta ala on selvästi kasvussa, nopeudesta ei tietoa. Laitteita ei ole 
vielä kovin paljoa. Löytämisen, ostamisen ja lataamisen pitäisi olla merkittävästi helpompaa. 
Amazonissa on helppoa.  
 
Sakari Laiho: Kuluttajien kohdalla aika iso este on maksaminen, joka vaatii melkoista insinöö-
ritaitoa – vaativa tietotekninen suoritus, mitä sen ei pitäisi olla. Tosin joissain kaupoissa voi 
ostaa kirjan latauspisteestä. Asiantunteva myyjä on siinä tärkeä myyntivaltti. Kirjakaupan 
funktio tulee muuttumaan, painopiste siirtyy asiantuntemukseen. Suomalaisessa kirjakaupassa 
aikomus kouluttaa jokaisesta pisteestä yksi työntekijä hallitsemaan tekniikka. 
 
Miten suomalaiset kirjakaupat ovat ottaneet sähkökirjat vastaan? 
 
Sakari Laiho: Ensimmäinen reaktio oli pelko, vievätkö sähkökirjat paperikirjojen aseman? Ei 
ymmärretty, että kyseessä on erillinen, rinnallinen media. Nyt se hiljalleen on nähty osana 
tuotevalikoimaa. Näinhän se tavallisesti menee uuden teknologian kanssa, kyseessä on iso 
mullistus. On paljon työtä tehtävä, että kaupat, etenkin pienet, opettelevat uuden 
teknologian mahdollisuudet. Alalla on paljon vanhoja työntekijöitä, joilla ei ole intoa opetella 
uutta, alan mullistavaa tekniikkaa. 
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Kristiina Markkula: Tietotaito kirjakaupoissa on heikkoa, samoin osaaminen. Koulutusta 
tarvitaan. Kyseessä on uusi maailma. Sähkökirjojen formaateissa pitäisi olla toimivuutta 
kaikilla laitteilla. 
 
Miltä sähkökirjojen markkinat näyttävät kustantajille? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Alkutekijöissään. Kustantajia mietityttää, mihin maailma menee. 
Kirjakaupat, kirjakerhot. Spotify-tyylinen palvelu kirjakerhoissa, Elisa viihde-palvelu... 
Kustantajille hyvin haasteellinen asia: pieni markkina, millaiset volyymit, laitekanta. Millä 
nopeudella laitteiden määrä lisääntyy, tällä hetkellä pientä. Suomessa tällä hetkellä hyvin 
vähän lukulaitteita, mutta kustantajat ovat alkaneet panostamaan. Lastenkirjoihin lisäarvoa 
voi saada videoista, äänistä yms. Miten Suomessa edetään, on iso kysymys. Mielenkiintoinen 
alue, kehitysvauhti ei tiedossa. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Kustantajat näkevät mahdollisuutena, mutta myös uhkia on. Hyvin sekava, uusi 
tilanne. Suomessa kustannuskenttä on jakautunut, tyypillisesti on muutama erittäin iso 
kustantaja ja joukko pieniä kustantajia. Isot edellä, pienet perässä. Pienillä ei yksin voimia 
lähteä kehittämään. 
 
Miten sähkökirjojen hinnoittelu tapahtuu? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Kustantajat eivät sitä kerro, mutta sähkökirjat ovat nykyään noin 20% hal-
vempia. Amazon on luonut $9,99-hintatason, joka on väärä, ja kotimaista kirjallisuutta ei sillä 
hinnalla voi kannattavasti myydä. Volyymit ovat niin paljon pienemmät. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Suomalainen kustannus ei kestä 9,99-rakennetta. Mutta sähkökirjat tuovat uusia 
hinnoittelumekanismeja ja -konsepteja. Emme kuitenkaan tiedä, miten yksittäinen kustantaja 
laskee hinnan. Mutta sähkökirjan tuottaminen nykyään on yllättäen kalliimpaa kuin paperisen, 
vaikka painaminen ja jakelukustannukset häviävät. Kustantaja joutuu miettimään kokonaista-
loutta. Vielä pitkään aikaan ei tuoteta pelkkää sähkökirjaa. Vaikka paperikirjoja myytäisiin 
pienempi määrä, pysyvät kuljetuskustannukset jotakuinkin samoina, eli kirjaa kohti kokonais-
kustannukset nousevat. Lisäksi uusia kustannuksia tulee tietojärjestelmistä ja 
maksujärjestelmistä. Sähköisen kirjan arvonlisävero on 23 prosenttia, paperisen taas 9. Valtio 
ottaa siivun, joka on pois kirjailijoilta ja kustantajilta. Kuluttaja silti odottaa, että netin 
kautta kaiken pitäisi olla halvempaa, kun hän on tottunut iPadin 0,99 euron sovellusten 
hintaan. Tällaiset applikaatiot kuitenkin myydään usein koko maailmalle, kun taas sähköiselle 
suomenkieliselle kirjalle on huomattavasti pienemmät markkinat. Kuluttajat eivät ymmärrä 
koko kuvaa, ja sitä on vaikea selittää heille. 
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Sähköisten kirjojen myynti aluksi halvemmalla olisi teoriassa mahdollista, mutta kovin kauan 
ei nollakatteella voi myydä. Hintaa voi kuitenkin olla mahdotonta nostaa sen jälkeen kuin 
kuluttajat ovat tottuneet alempaan hintatasoon, kuten oppikirjojen kanssa kävi 70-luvulla. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Uudet mallit, kuten Spotify ovat mahdollisia, mutta synnyttävät joukon 
kysymyksiä: kuka järjestää, miten kustantaja hyötyy, paljonko kuluttaja on valmis 
maksamaan? Uusia haasteita syntyy. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Tilanne on muuttumassa, uusia ansaintamalleja tarvitaan ja suunnitellaan. Ku-
luttajia ei voida opettaa loputtomasti. Rahavirta täytyy saada jostain muualta, jos Spotify-
malli tulee suosituksi. 
 
Mitkä ovat suurimmat haasteet sähkökirjojen yleistymiselle? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Tekijänoikeudet – kahta vuotta vanhemmissa printtikirjojen kustannusso-
pimuksissa ei välttämättä ole osattu ottaa huomioon sähköisen version julkaisuoikeuksia, 
joten kustantajilla ei niitä välttämättä ole. Pieni laitekanta, pitäisi saada suureen nousuun, 
jotta olisi suuremmat markkinat. Laitekanta ei kuitenkaan nouse, ennen kuin on sisältöä. 
Kyseessä on täysin uusi alue ja tulevaisuus auki, markkinat täytyy luoda. Hypekäyrä menee 
ylös ja alas, ja nyt olemme nousukäyrässä. Tabletit ovat jo vähän laskussa. Sisältö on 
kuitenkin vielä jälkijunassa. Käytettävyys, ostokokemus. Kaikissa laitteissa on erilainen 
käyttöliittymä, joka ei yleensä ole helppo tai hyvä. Yhdysvalloissa ja Suomessa eniten lukevat 
40+ naiset, miten he tai vanhemmat oppivat käyttämään laitteita? Tablet-tietokoneiden 
käyttö on suhteellisen helppoa, mutta lukulaitteiden käyttö ja materiaalin siirtäminen ei. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Maksaminen. Tekijänoikeustilanne on se, että alun perin ei sovittu sähkökirjojen 
oikeuksia. Kustantajat eivät voi antaa mallisopimuksia (massasopiminen kiellettyä), jokainen 
kirjailija täytyy saavuttaa erikseen ja asia pitää selittää heille. Kun tavallinen kirja 
julkaistaan, tekijänoikeus on siirtynyt. Se on poikkeus tekijänoikeuslaissa. Sähkökirjojen 
kanssa tavallisesti on saatava kaikki oikeudet, saako sähkökirjoja lainata. Sopimukset tullaan 
tekemään amerikkalaiseen tyyliin, kaikesta pitää olla sopimus ja maininta. Harva kirjailija 
kieltäytyy, mutta asiat täytyy käydä yksityiskohtaisesti läpi ja korvaukset sopia. Tämän 
johdosta kustantajien selvitettävä itselleen, mitä he haluavat tehdä sähkökirjoillaan. Tämä 
on täysin uusi alue. Ei ole helppoa eikä nopeaa, siksi melkoinen este. Sopimuksia kuitenkin 
hiljalleen tulee. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Uudet kirjat tulevat nopeammin. Kuvien, piirrosten ja käännösten osalta 
on erikseen tehtävä sopimus. Jos takasivulla on arvio, täytyy tehdä sopimus arvioijan kanssa. 
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Sakari Laiho: Hirvittävä määrä työtä, asia nähdään kustantajien työksi. Esimerkiksi kirjastot 
eivät ymmärrä, että paljon työtä on tehtävä, jotta kirja saadaan antaa kirjastoihin 
jaettavaksi. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Kirjastoille pitäisi olla omat sopimusmallit. Taustakartoitusta on tehty 
menetelmistä maailmalla kirjastoissa. Vanhempi kirjallisuus vapaata, koska tekijänoikeudet 
ovat vapautuneet 70v tekijän kuoleman jälkeen.  
 
Sakari Laiho: Sitä on tarjolla, koska se on helppoa. Nyt uusien kirjojen kanssa sovitaan sähkö-
kirjojen oikeudet, mutta vanhoihin on vaikea saada oikeudet. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Long tail -konseptin mukaisesti vanhemmille kirjoille saattaisi olla jälki-
markkinat sähköisessä muodossa, mutta ovatko jälkimarkkinat niin isoja, että ne kattaisivat 
digitoinnin kustannukset? 
 
Ovatko laitteet ja kirjojen lataaminen riittävän helppokäyttöisiä? 
 
Sakari Laiho: Ei. Se on suurin este, laitteita ja kirjoja vaikea suositella. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Ei. Laitekanta ja vaikea ostettavuus. 
 
Kannattaako Suomeen kehittää yksi laite Kindlen tapaan? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Ei ole järkeä rakentaa yhtä laitetta, vaan Suomessa tarvitaan avoimia 
standardeja sähköisille kirjoille. Pitäisi pystyä lukemaan millä tahansa laitteella. Japanin 
esimerkin mukaisesti kännyköihin liittyy yksi mahdollinen malli: kännykällä voi ostaa ja lukea, 
joko lukuaikaa tai kappale kerrallaan. Lisää uusia malleja pitäisi löytää. 
 
Miten maksaminen tulisi hoitaa? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: PayPal ja vastaavien yleistyminen saattaa olla yksi ratkaisu. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Kirjan lataaminen laitteelle kirjakaupassa pitäisi olla mahdollista. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Luottokorttien antaminen kaikkiin palveluihin on hankalaa, kuluttajat 
eivät välttämättä halua antaa tietojaan moniin palveluihin. Suomalaisten pitäisi päästä 
liikkeelle ennen Amazonia ja muita ulkomaisia toimijoita. Pitäisi olla hyvin brändätty, 
luotettava suomalainen kauppa. 
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Millaisena näette sähkökirjojen piratismin, onko se uhka Suomessa? 
 
Sakari Laiho: Totta kai se on uhka. Sähköisessä maailmassa sen kanssa on vain opittava 
elämään, se ei tule katoamaan. Paras tapa on tehdä laillinen tuote mahdollisimman helpoksi. 
Ihmiset lähtökohtaisesti ovat valmiita maksamaan, mutta jos se ei onnistu, uhka on aito. 
Sähkökirjan tulo ei tarkoita, ettei kirjapiratismia ole esiintynyt PDF-muodossa jo aiemmin 
sitten skannerien avulla. Suomea ”suojelee” kielialue ja laitteiden pieni kanta, mutta 
opiskelumaailmassa piratismia esiintyy. Piratismi on uhka, mutta sen suuruus on alasta 
itsestään kiinni. Valistus ja lailliset kanavat ovat mielestäni paras tapa. DRM vain vaikeuttaa 
asiakkaan ostamista ja käyttämistä, joka auttaa piratismia. Piraattituote ei saa olla helpompi, 
vaan laillinen tuote pitää olla arvokkaampi. Pitää pystyä luomaan lisäarvoa. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Jonkinlainen vesileima voisi auttaa, jonka avulla voisi tunnistaa 
alkuperäisen ostajan. Lainaaminen lähipiirille pitäisi tietysti olla mahdollista. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Kirjamarkkinat eivät ole hävinneet siitä, että ihmiset lainaavat toisiltaan ja 
kirjastoista. Ne jotka lainaavat ja lukevat paljon, myös ostavat paljon. Sähköisten kirjojen 
kanssa kyse ei ole kuitenkaan lainaamisesta, vaan pysyvästä antamisesta. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Pilvipalvelussa voisi olla mahdollista, että yksi kappale sähkökirjasta on 
vain kerralla käytettävissä. 
 
Pitäisikö yhtä sähkökirjaa pystyä lukemaan monella laitteella? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Totta kai, se on modernia. Liikkuva ihminen käyttää useita laitteita 
esimerkiksi jonottaessa. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Tabletit ovat mainioita, esimerkiksi kassajonoissa. Uusia lukutapoja tulee. 
Kehitys kehittyy, nyt ollaan vasta lukulaitteiden alkuvaiheessa. Kännyköissä on kehitys olla 
nopeaa, ja sama tulee koskemaan lukulaitteita. 
 
Mitkä ovat kustantajien, kauppojen ja kirjailijoiden roolit, kenellä pallo on sähkökirjojen 
yleistymisessä? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Kustantajilla ja kirjakaupoilla, että mainostetaan uutena jakelukanavana. 
Rikastetut kirjat ovat uusi kiinnostava muoto. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Kyllä. Kustantajien rooli on iso, mutta kirjakauppiaidenkin pitää panostaa tar-
jontaan. Kohta kirjailijatkin alkavat ajattelemaan mahdollisuuksia. Lisäarvoa voidaan tuottaa, 
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kun tajutaan mahdollisuudet, esimerkkinä tietokirjat ja lastenkirjat. Luova kirjailijat varmasti 
rupeavat suunnittelemaan kirjoja tekniikan ehdoilla. Se on kuitenkin vasta seuraava vaihe ja 
se antaa odottaa itseään. Hintarakenteet muuttuvat. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Yhdysvaltain markkinoilla on hyviä esimerkkejä rikastetuista kirjoista. 
Suuremmat markkinat mahdollistavat osittain tämän. 
 
Uskotteko lisämedian vaativan tablettitietokoneen, jäävätkö mustavalkoiset lukulaitteet 
historiaan? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Jos haluaa lukea vain romaaneja, niin mustavalkoinen lukulaite toimii. 
Värinäytöllisellä laitteella pystyy tekemän niin paljon muita asioita. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Mustavalkonäytöllisien laitteiden hinta tulee laskemaan rajusti. Lukulaitteet 
tulevat olemaan värillisiä, vaikka eivät olekaan selailua varten. Tekniikka kehittyy. Kenties 
tablet-tietokoneisiin tulee matta-ominaisuus. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Neliväritekniikka on kehitteillä, mutta ei mahdollista ainakaan toistaiseksi 
liikkuvaa kuvaa. E-ink teknologia silmille huomattavasti mukavampi. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Samoin akkukesto on parempi. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Nelivärinäytölliset kehittyvät, mutta odotettua hitaammin. Kaupallisesti ei 
ole nähty vielä. 
 
Mitkä asiat ovat tärkeitä sähkökirjojen markkinoinnissa? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Kirjojen löytämisen, ostamisen ja maksamisen helppous. Riittävä 
laitekanta ja riittävästi mielenkiintoista sisältöä. Sähkökirjojen tunnetuksi tekeminen. 
Rikastetun median lisäarvo ja sen markkinoiminen. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Pitäisi onnistua yhdistämään vanha lukuelämys uusiin lukutapoihin ja 
lukuhetkiin. Kattomarkkinointi, että saadaan ylipäätään ilmiötä tunnetuksi, olisi tärkeää. 
Vanhat kustantajat kavahtavat sähkökirjoja ja luulevat olevansa painoalalla, vaikka he 
ovatkin sisällön kanssa tekemisessä. Sähköiset kirjat eivät tule syrjäyttämään perinteisiä 
kirjoja, vaan tulevat niiden rinnalle. Vanhoja elämyksiä uudessa muodossa. Markkinointi voisi 
tuoda sitä esille, missä Elisa onkin onnistunut. 
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Kristiina Markkula: Tarina, uudet markkinointikeinot. Yhdysvalloissa paperisena huonosti me-
nestyneen kirjan ensimmäisen luku julkaistiin ilmaiseksi sähköisessä muodossa, jonka jälkeen 
loput luvut menivät kuin kuumille kiville. Kyseessä on sama markkinointimenetelmä kuin tie-
tokonepeleissä trial-versioiden kanssa. Tuotetta myydään nimenomaan tarinan avulla. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Pitäisi löytyy uusia markkinointitapoja. Pitäisi löytää uusia lukijaryhmiä. Nuoret 
miehet ovat tutkitusti ongelmaryhmä, koska he lukevat vähiten. Toisaalta se on aina ollut 
ongelmaryhmä, mutta tiputus on nyt entistä suurempi. 
 
Voisiko tietotekniikka tehdä sähköisten kirjojen lukemisesta heille kiinnostavan? 
 
Sakari Laiho: Hyvä sisältö myy. Kirjamyynti ei noudata talouden lakeja. Hyvät kirjat myyvät 
aina, huono eivät koskaan. Kohdentaminen on myös nykyään ihan erilailla mahdollista. 
Homman pitäisi olla todella helppoa, kassalle pitäisi siirtyä lähes huomaamatta. Kokemuksen 
pitää olla hyvä alusta asti. 
 
Millaisena näette sähkökirjojen tulevaisuuden Suomessa? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Yhdysvalloissa yli kaksinkertaistunut vuodessa: 8 % koko myynnistä oli säh-
kökirjoja. Keväällä 2011 yli puolet Amazonin myynnistä oli sähkökirjoja. Yhdysvalloissa ennus-
tetaan, että 2014 kaikista myydyistä kirjoista yli puolet olisi sähköisiä kirjoja. Yhdysvaltain 
markkinat vetävät koko kehitystä, sähkökirjojen kasvu hurjaa. Suomessa tämän vuoden säh-
kökirjamyynniksi on ennustettu 100,000, ensi vuodelle ennustettu 200,000. Laitekannan nousu 
vaikuttaa. Sähköiset kirjat eivät koskaan korvaa painettua kirjaa, mutta rinnalla se vie jonkun 
osuuden. Vauhtia ja osuutta on mahdoton ennustaa. Suomi tulee jenkkimarkkinoiden perässä. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Mahdollisimman paljon myynnistä kakun päälle. Vauhtiin ollaan pääsemässä, 
kasvuprosentit isoja koska myynti pientä. Laitekauppa menee, mutta siitä ei ole vielä siirrytty 
sisältökauppaan. Tahti on erilainen eri aloilla: tieteellisellä puolella kirjoja on myyty jo 
pitkään. Parin vuoden sisällä varmaan tulee merkittävää kasvua. Käännekohta tulee olemaan, 
kun kouluissa ruvetaan käyttämään sähköisiä lukulaitteita. Kahden vuoden päässä on 
odotettavissa ensimmäinen iso loikka.  
 
Kristiina Markkula: Valtiohallinnon tavoitteena on, että vuonna 2015 98-100% oppikirjoista 
olisi sähköisessä muodossa. Alusta tosin voi olla mikä tahansa, esimerkiksi tietokone tai 
smartboard. Koulut ja kuluttajat ovat alan kehitysalueina. 
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Miten pienet kielialueet hyötyvät sähköisistä kirjoista? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Suomi on pieni markkina-alue. Suomeen tuskin tulossa ulkomaisia 
toimijoita, vaikka Eurooppa kokonaisuutena onkin kiinnostava alue yhdysvaltalaisille 
toimijoille.  
 
Sakari Laiho: Sähköiset kirjat saattavat auttaa esimerkiksi saamelaisen kirjallisuuden asemaa. 
Sähköinen jakelu voi avata uusia markkinoita. Hufvudstadsbladet on jakanut tabletteja Ahve-
nanmaalla, joka on sille tappiollinen markkina-alue. Näin jakelusta tulee huomattavasti hel-
pompaa ja edullisempaa, etenkin sanomalehdille. Samoin suomenkielinen kirjallisuus saadaan 
helpommin ulkomailla asuville suomalaisille. 
 
Tuleeko kirjailijoista julkaisijoita? Miten kirja käännetään sähköiseen muotoon? 
 
Sakari Laiho: Omakustanteita on tehty aina. Ei ole kauheasti tietoja jo julkaisseista 
kirjailijoista, jotka olisivat sitä tehneet. Nyt kustantajan rooli korostuu: parhaiden tekstien 
valinta, jalostaminen, muokkaaminen kustannustoimittajan kanssa, markkinoiminen. Tämän 
arvo vain kasvaa. Kustantajan rooli arvoketjussa on tärkeä ja vaikeasti ohitettavissa. 
Sopimuslojaliteet-tikysymys tarkoittaa, että on kilpailukieltokysymys. Kirjailija ei saa 
aiheuttaa haittaa kustantajille. Ei kuitenkaan käytännössä iso ongelma. Useimmiten kirjailija 
saa halutessaan julkaista sähköisesti aiemmin painetun kirjansa. 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Sähkökirjojen tekeminen vanhoista paperikirjoista ei ole yksinkertaista. 
Tekijä on antanut vain paperikirjan kustannusoikeuden kustantajalle. Kuvaan tulevat 
kuitenkin kaupallisen lainsäädännön ongelmat. Teksti on kyllä jo olemassa, mutta se pitää 
taittaa epub-formaattiin tai pdf-formaattiin word-muodosta. Tähän on olemassa 
asiantuntijat, jotka ovat erikoistuneet formaattimuunnoksiin. Työ sisältää tavutuksen ja 
kuvan ja tekstin linkittämisen, jotta sisältö skaalautuu oikein lukulaitteen näytöstä tai 
fonttikoosta riippuen. Tavutus ei ole helppoa, ja vaatii oman ohjelmansa. 
 
Miten helppoa olisi pystyttää oma sähkökirjakauppa? 
 
Kristiina Markkula: Ei kovin helppoa. Vaaditaan maksujärjestelmä, asiakkaan 
tunnistautuminen, kirjojen esillepano, metadata, hakukriteerit, sekä mistä ja miten kirjat 
ladataan. Kyseessä on kallis ja pitkä prosessi. 
 
Sakari Laiho: Kustantajien kanssa on helppo tehdä sopimukset. Samat ongelmat pätevät kuin 
yleensä kaupankäynnissä ja lisäksi mukaan tulevat metatietoon liittyvät asiat. 
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Kristiina Markkula: Uusia toimijoita on varmasti tulossa. Yhdistyksen haaveena on kansallinen 
järjestelmä, joko yhden tai useamman toimijan toimesta. 
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Appendix 2. Questionnaire in English 
 
 
A study on reading books and attitudes towards electronic books 
 
 
This questionnaire is designed to find out how people read books, how they view the concept 
of electronic book, and how their reading habits may be affected in the future by the elec-
tronic book. 
 
This study is conducted for The Finnish Book Publishers Association as a part of a Bachelor of 
Business Administration Thesis for Laurea University of Applied Sciences. The subject of the 
thesis is the marketing of electronic books in Finland. 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. All data is gathered anonymously and confidentially. 
All participations provide a great help in the finishing of the thesis. We sincerely thank you 
for your participation. 
 
 
For this survey, please clearly circle or mark the alternative that best describes your situa-
tion, unless otherwise stated. If you have any questions or wish to have more information 
regarding the study, please consult the managers of the survey. 
 
 
Part 1: Personal information 
 
First, we would like to ask some personal questions in order to categorize the results. 
 
 
1.1 Age  
 
a. Below 18  b. 18-24  c. 25-34 
d. 35-44  e. 45-59  f. 60 or above 
 
 
1.2 Gender     
a. Male  b. Female 
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1.3 Occupation  
a. Student  b. Employed (full-time) c. Employed (part-time) 
d. Unemployed e. Retired  f. Other: __________________ 
 
 
1.4 Native language 
a. Finnish   b. Swedish   c. English  
d. Russian   e. Estonian   f. Other: __________________ 
 
 
Part 2: Reading and Buying Habits 
 
In this part of the study we would like to find out about how you read and purchase any types 
of books. 
 
 
2.1 How often on average do you read books?  
a. Daily   b. Weekly  c. Monthly  
d. Once in three months  e. At least once a year f. Less often/never 
 
 
2.2 How often on average do you buy books? 
a. Daily   b. Weekly  c. Monthly  
d. Once in three months  e. At least once a year f. Less often/never 
 
 
2.3 How often do you borrow books from a library? 
a. Daily   b. Weekly  c. Monthly  
d. Once in three months  e. At least once a year f. Less often/never 
 
 
2.4 Where do you most often buy books? 
a. Traditional book store chains b. Super markets c. Boutique shops 
d. Second hand stores  e. Online stores 
 
 
2.5 How much do you on average spend on a book? 
a. Less than 10 Euros  b. 10-20 Euros c. 20-30 Euros 
d. 30-50 Euros   e. 50 Euros or more 
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2.6 How much would you guess you spend on books in a year? 
a. Less than 20 Euros  b. 20-50 Euros c. 50-100 Euros 
d. 100-250 Euros  e. 250-500 Euros 
f. More than 500 Euros 
 
 
2.7 Would you buy books more often if they were priced lower (e.g. 25-50% cheaper)? 
a. Yes   b. No  c. Maybe 
 
 
2.8 Where do you find information about books? 
a. Traditional bookstores  b. Online bookstores c. Magazines 
d. Internet sources  e. Friends 
 
 
2.9 What types of books do you read most often? Please choose 3 alternatives at most. 
a. Fiction  b. Study books/Educational c. History/nature  
d. Comic books e. Food and drinks f. Travel   
g. Do-it-yourself h. Biography  i. Dictionary/Encyclopedia 
 
 
Part 3. Electronic book experience 
 
In this part, we would like to learn about your experiences regarding electronic books and 
readers. 
 
 
3.1 How aware are you of the concept of electronic books and reading devices? 
a. I own an e-reader 
b. I have tried an e-reader 
c. I have not tried an e-reader but am aware of the concept  
d. I am not aware of the concept of electronic books 
 
 
If you answered a or b, continue with the next question. If you answered c or d, skip to sec-
tion 4 
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3.2 Which of the following devices have you used the most? 
a. iPad  b. Galaxy Tab or another Android Tablet 
c. PC/laptop   d. Smart phone   
c. Amazon Kindle h. Other eReading device: ________________________ 
 
 
3.3 Have you tried transferring e-books in to an e-reader? If yes, how? 
a. Yes, by downloading them to my computer from the Internet 
b. Yes, by buying and loading them to an e-reader at a traditional book store 
c. Yes, by downloading them directly to an e-reader using built-in WiFi/3G 
d. No 
 
If you answered a, b or c, continue with the next question. If you answered d, skip to ques-
tion 3.5 
 
3.4 Based on your experience with the device that you are most familiar with, how would you 
describe the process of transferring e-books into an e-reader? 
a. Easy and quick   b. Easy but time consuming  
c. Difficult but eventually quick  d. Difficult and time consuming 
 
 
3.5 Based on your experience with the device that you are most familiar with, how would you 
describe the use of e-readers?  
a. Using the reader is easy; reading is enjoyable 
b. Using the reader is easy; reading is not enjoyable 
c. Using the reader is difficult; reading is enjoyable 
d. Using the reader is difficult; reading is not enjoyable 
 
 
3.7 What have been the positives of using an e-book reader for you so far? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.8 What have been the negatives of using an e-book reader for you so far? 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Part 4. Features and pricing 
 
In this part of the survey, we would like to find out about how important is pricing and avail-
ability of books to you. 
 
 
4.1 What are the most important factors for you when deciding on buying an e-book reader? 
Please rate the following features on the scale of 1-5, where 1 = Not important and 5 = Very 
important. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 How much should an electronic book cost in comparison to a paper book? 
a. Significantly less b. Slightly less c. The same amount 
d. Slightly more e. Significantly more 
 
 
4.3 Please explain your answer for the previous question 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Price      
Mobility      
Ease of use      
Readability (E-Ink)      
Battery life      
Touch screen      
Color screen      
Size of screen      
3G-network      
Multimedia features (audio, video, games)      
Range of free content available      
Range of purchasable content available      
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Part 5. Future plans regarding electronic books 
 
In this final part of the survey, we would like to know about your plans regarding electronic 
books and e-book readers in the future. 
 
 
5.1 How do you think reading electronic books would affect how much you read paper books? 
a. It makes me read less paper books 
b. It does not affect my paper book reading 
c. It makes me read more paper books 
 
 
5.2 How do you think reading electronic books would affect how much you read in general? 
a. It makes me read significantly more  
b. It makes me read somewhat more 
c. It does not affect how much I read 
 
 
5.3 Do you plan on buying an e-book reader or another device for book reading purposes in 
near future? 
a. Yes, which:________________________________________________  
b. Maybe, which:______________________________________________  
c. No 
 
 
5.4 Please explain your answer for the previous question 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
This is the end of the questionnaire. Please hand in your answers. Thank you for your 
participation! 
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Appendix 3. Questionnaire in Finnish 
 
Kysely kirjojen lukemisesta ja asenteista sähkökirjoja kohtaan 
 
Tämän kyselyn tarkoituksena on selvittää vastaajien lukutottumuksia, miten he kokevat 
sähköiset kirjat ja miten sähkökirjat saattavat vaikuttaa lukutottumuksiin. 
 
 
Kysely suoritetaan Suomen Kustannusyhdistykselle osana Laurea-ammattikorkeakoulun 
Bachelor of Business Administration –opinnäytetyötä, jonka on tarkoitus valmistua syksyllä 
2011. Opinnäytetyön aihe on sähköisten kirjojen markkinointi Suomessa. 
 
 
Vastatessasi kyselyyn merkitse tai ympyröi selvästi se vastausvaihtoehto, joka parhaiten kuvaa 
nykyistä tilannettasi, ellei ole toisin mainittu. Jos tarvitset apua tai lisätietoa kyselyn 
täyttämistä varten, ota yhteyttä kyselyn järjestäjiin. 
 
 
Kyselyyn osallistuminen on vapaaehtoista. Kaikki kerätty tieto käsitellään nimettömänä ja 
luottamuksellisesti. 
 
 
Vastauksista on suuri hyöty opinnäytetyöllemme. Kiitämme vilpittömästi osallistumisestasi. 
 
 
Osa 1: Henkilökohtaiset tiedot 
Aluksi haluaisimme kysyä sinulta olennaisia henkilökohtaisia tietoja, jotta voimme paremmin 
jaotella vastaukset. 
 
 
1.1 Ikä (kirjoita allaolevalle viivalle) 
a. Alle 18  b. 18-24  c. 25-34 
d. 35-44  e. 45-59  f. 60 tai yli 
 
 
1.2 Sukupuoli 
a.Mies  b. Nainen 
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1.3 Ammatti 
a. Opiskelija  b. Työllistetty (kokoaika) c. Työllistetty (osa-aika) 
d. Työtön  e. Eläkeläinen f. Muu, mikä: _________________ 
 
 
1.4 Äidinkieli 
a. Suomi  b. Ruotsi  c. Englanti 
d. Venäjä  e. Eesti  f. Muu, mikä: ________________ 
 
Osa 2: Lukeminen ja ostaminen 
Tässä osiossa haluamme selvittää kirjojen luku- ja ostokäyttäytymistäsi. 
 
2.1 Miten usein keskimäärin luet kirjoja? 
a. Päivittäin  b. Viikottain   
c. Kuukausittain d. Kerran kolmessa kuukaudessa 
e. Kerran vuodessa f. Harvemmin/En koskaan  
 
 
2.2 Miten usein keskimäärin ostat kirjoja? 
a. Päivittäin  b. Viikottain   
c. Kuukausittain d. Kerran kolmessa kuukaudessa  
e. Kerran vuodessa f. Harvemmin/En koskaan  
 
 
2.3 Miten usein keskimäärin lainaat kirjoja kirjastosta? 
a. Päivittäin  b. Viikottain   
c. Kuukausittain d. Kerran kolmessa kuukaudessa 
e. Kerran vuodessa f. Harvemmin/En koskaan  
 
 
2.4 Mistä ostat useimmiten kirjoja? 
a. Perinteiset kirjakauppaketjut b. Supermarketit c. Pienet kirjakaupat 
d. Käytettynä   e. Nettikaupat 
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2.5 Miten paljon keskimäärin maksat yhdestä kirjasta? 
a. Alle 5 euroa b. 5-10 euroa  c. 10-15 euroa 
d. 15-20 euroa e. Yli 20 euroa 
 
 
2.6 Miten paljon käytät rahaa kirjoihin vuodessa? 
a. Alle 20 euroa b. 20-50 euroa c. 50-100 euroa 
d. 100-250 euroa e. 250-500 euroa f. Yli 500 euroa 
 
 
2.7 Ostaisitko enemmän kirjoja jos ne olisivat halvempia (esim. 25-50% halvempia)? 
 a. Kyllä  b. En c. Ehkä 
 
 
2.8 Mistä hankit tietoa kirjoista? 
a. Perinteiset kirjakaupat b. Nettikirjakaupat c. Lehdet   
d. Internet  e. Kaverit 
 
 
2.9 Minkätyyppisiä kirjoja luet eniten? 
a. Fiktio  b. Opiskelu/oppikirjat c. Historiallinen/luonto 
d. Sarjakuva  e. Ruoka ja juoma f. Matkustaminen 
g. Tee-Se-Itse  h. Elämänkerta i. Sanakirja/tietokirjaOsa 3. 
Kokemukset sähköisistä kirjoista 
 
 
Osa 3. Sähkökirjakokemus 
 
Tässä osiossa selvitämme kokemuksiasi ja mielipiteitäsi sähköisistä kirjoista sekä 
lukulaitteista. 
 
 
3.1 Miten tuttuja sähköiset kirjat ja lukulaitteet ovat sinulle? 
a. Omistan sähköisen lukulaitteen 
b. Olen kokeillut sähköistä lukulaitetta 
c. En ole kokeillut lukulaitetta, mutta tunnen sen konseptin 
d. Sähköisten kirjojen konsepti ei ole minulle tuttu 
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Jos vastasit a tai b, jatka seuraavaan kysymykseen. Jos vastasit c tai d, siirry osioon 4 
 
 
3.2 Mitä seuraavista laitteista olet eniten käyttänyt sähköisten kirjojen lukemiseen? 
a. iPad  b. Galaxy Tab tai muu Android Tab c. PC/kannettava 
d. Älypuhelin  e. Amazon Kindle   
h. Muu lukulaite: __________________________ 
 
 
3.3 Oletko siirtänyt sähköisiä kirjoja lukulaitteeseen? 
a. Kyllä, lataamalla tietokoneelle Internetistä 
b. Kyllä, ostamalla ja siirtämällä ne lukijaan kirjakaupassa 
c. Kyllä, lataamalla suoraan langattomasti lukijaan WiFi/3G-tekniikalla 
d. En 
 
 
Jos vastasit a, b tai c, jatka seuraavaan kysymykseen. Jos vastasit d, siirry kysymykseen 3.5 
 
 
3.4 Perustuen kokemukseesi tutuimmalla mahdollisella lukulaitteella, miten kuvailisit 
sähköisen kirjan siirtoprosessia lukulaitteeseen? 
a. Helppoa ja nopeaa  b. Helppoa, mutta hidasta 
c. Vaikeaa, mutta nopeaa  d. Vaikeaa ja hidasta 
 
3.5 Perustuen kokemukseesi tutuimmalla mahdollisella laitteella, miten kuvailisit sähköisen 
lukulaitteen käyttöä? 
a. Laitteen käyttö on helppoa; lukukokemus on miellyttävä 
b. Laitteen käyttö on helppoa; lukukokemus ei ole miellyttävä 
c. Laitteen käyttö on vaikeaa; lukukokemus on miellyttävä 
d. Laitteen käyttö on vaikeaa; lukukokemus ei ole miellyttävä 
 
 
3.6 Minkälaisia positiivisia puolia olet löytänyt sähköisistä kirjoista tähän mennessä? 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.7 Minkälaisia negatiivisia puolia olet löytänyt sähköisistä kirjoista tähän mennessä? 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Osa 4. Hinnoittelu ja saatavuus 
 
Tässä osiossa haluamme selvittää, miten tärkeitä asioita hinnoittelu ja saatavuus ovat sinulle. 
 
 
4.1 Mitkä ovat mielestäsi sähköisen lukulaitteen tärkeimmät ominaisuudet sähköisten kirjojen 
lukemisen ja ostamisen kannalta? Numeroi tekijät tärkeyden mukaan (5 erittäin tärkeä, 1 ei 
lainkaan tärkeä) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Kuinka paljon pitäisi sähköisen kirjan mielestäni maksaa verrattuna paperiversioon? 
a. Selkeästi vähemmän b. Hiukan vähemmän c. Saman verran  
d. Hiukan enemmän e. Selkeästi enemmän 
 
 
  
 1 2 3 4 5 
Hinta      
Liikuteltavuus      
Helppokäyttöisyys      
Helppo luettavuus (eInk)      
Akkukesto      
Kosketusnäyttö      
Värinäyttö      
Näytön koko      
3G      
Multimediaominaisuudet (ääni, video, pelit)      
Laitteelle tarjolla oleva ilmainen sisältö      
Laitteelle tarjolla oleva maksullinen sisältö      
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4.3 Perustele edellinen vastauksesi, mikäli mahdollista. 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Osa 5. Kiinnostus sähköisiä kirjoja kohtaan 
 
Viimeisessä osiossa selvitämme aikomuksiasi sähköisten kirjojen ja lukulaitteiden käytön ja 
oston suhteen lähitulevaisuudessa. 
 
5.1 Miten uskot sähköisten kirjojen lukemisen vaikuttavan siihen, minkä verran luet 
paperikirjoja? 
 a. Luen vähemmän paperikirjoja 
 b. Ei vaikutusta 
 c. Luen enemmän paperikirjoja 
 
 
5.2 Miten uskot sähköisten kirjojen lukemisen vaikuttavan siihen, miten paljon luet 
ylipäätänsä? 
 a. Luen selkeästi enemmän 
 b. Luen hiukan enemmän 
 c. Ei vaikutusta 
 
 
5.3 Aiotko ostaa sähköisen lukulaitteen tai muun laitteen sähkökirjojen lukemista varten 
lähitulevaisuudessa? 
 a. Kyllä  b. Ei  c. Ehkä 
 
 
5.4 Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät vaikuttavat tekijät edellisen kysymyksen vastaukseesi? 
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Kysely on päättynyt. Palautathan kyselyn sen jakaneelle henkilölle. Kiitoksia osallistumisesta! 
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Appendix 4. Key concepts and abbreviations 
 
3G Internet connection using telecommunications 
Akateeminen kirjakauppa Finnish bookshop chain 
Amazon Amazon.com, Internet store 
Android Operating system for certain smartphones and 
tablet computers 
DigiAnttila/NetAnttila Finnish online store 
DRM Digital Rights Management (copy protection) 
DVD/Bluray Discs used to store movies, among others 
eInk/ePaper Technology used to create a paper-like screen 
Elisa Oyj Finnish telecommunications company 
eReader Electronic reader, device used to read elec-
tronic books 
Facebook Online social network 
Galaxy Note Smartphone/tablet computer created by Sam-
sung 
Galaxy Tab Tablet computer created by Samsung 
iPad Tablet computer created by Apple Inc. 
Johannes Gutenberg Inventor of the movable type in the 15th cen-
tury 
Kindle Electronic reader created by Amazon.com 
Kindle Fire Tablet computer created by Amazon.com 
LCD Liquid crystal display (light emitting screen) 
Macmillan Macmillan Publishers Ltd., a privately held in-
ternational publishing company 
MP3 Digital audio file format 
Nook Electronic reader created by Barnes & Noble 
Project Gutenberg Online digital library of open, public domain 
books 
Public Domain Publicly available works without existing intel-
lectual property rights 
Smartphone Modern mobile phone with computing abilities 
Spotify Online music streaming service 
Suomalainen kirjakauppa Finnish bookshop chain 
Twitter Online social network 
WiFi Wireless Internet connection using a wireless 
router 
.azw File format for an electronic book 
.epub File format for an electronic book 
.pdf File format for an electronic book 
.prc File format for an electronic book 
.txt File format for simple text 
 
